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Editorial 

 

It’s another year and another Sammad, the most awaited event of the year, at least for all of us at Sarathi. We 

wait for these few days of fun and frolic. Like all the years this year too we’ve tried to bring to you a platter of 

events in all the five days of the Durga Puja starting from 1st October (Panchami).  

Sammad 2011 will be formally inaugurated on 2nd October by Ashok Soota, one of the fathers of the 

Indian IT movement and of course among the most celebrated residents of Koramangala. It’s our privilege to 

have him grace the occasion. On the same day we’ll have Kavita Krishnamoorty, who needs no introduction 

for Bollywood lovers, enchanting us with her memorable songs. 

On 3rd October we have a fusion music rendered by Indian Blue and on the finale, 5th Oct, we have 

the young and talented singer Iman. We hope we would be able to entertain you in all possible ways through 

good music, food and of course the blessings of Ma Durga.  

On the literary side we have short stories in both English and Bengali, apart from poems. A very 

unique thing this time is a fairy tale written by our own Pinky. There are some serious stuff too, apart from item 

numbers like what guys do in bachelor parties. Well, if you really want to find more please go through our 

souvenir. 

Wishing you all the best, 

Sudipto Das 

(Souvenir Committee) 
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 Sammad 2011 is inaugurated by Ashok Soota. 

 

Ashok Soota is widely recognized as one of the pioneering leaders of the Indian IT industry.  Prior to 

founding Happiest Minds, Ashok co-founded MindTree in August 1999.  Under Ashok’s leadership, in 

a span of 11 years, MindTree became a global entity with revenue run rate of US 350 million, over 

9000 people and offices in multiple cities in the US, Europe and Asia. 

 

Prior to co-founding MindTree, Ashok was President of Wipro Infotech from 1984 to 1999.  Under his 

leadership, Wipro’s IT business grew from US $ 2 million in 1984 to US $ 500 million run-rate in 1999. 

 

Ashok began his career in 1965 with the Shriram Group of Industries in India.  In 1978, he became 

CEO of Shriram Refrigeration, a company which was unprofitable for four straight years.  Ashok 

facilitated a complete turnaround, making it profitable in his very first year and taking it to a position 

of leadership in each of its product lines. 

 

Ashok is an industry leader.  He was President of Confederation of Indian Industry (CII), India’s 

largest Industry association and also President of Manufacturers’ Association of Information 

Technology.  He has served on Prime Minister’s Task Force for IT and on the Advisory Council for the 

World Intellectual Property Organization, Geneva. 

 

For his contribution to India’s IT Industry, he was recognized as ‘IT Man of the Year’ twice and as 

‘Electronics Man of the Year’.  He is the recipient of the Prof S N Mitra Award from Indian National 

Academy of Engineering and the Golden Peacock Award for Technology Leadership.  He has been a 

member of the Global Board of Trustees of TiE.  He has served on the Board of Governors of IIM, 

Kozhikode and was the founding Chief Patron of Samarthanam Trust for the Disabled. 

 

Ashok holds a Bachelor of Engineering degree from Roorkee University (now IIT, Roorkee) and an 

MBA from the Asian Institute of Management, Philippines. 
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THE MAGIC WILLOW TREE 

- Pinky 

 

 

Ramaswamy was a little boy of four walking quietly along the road with a grim face. He had 

broken his mother's precious china crockery while playing football with his little friends in the 

garden, as his sister sat with her friends having a tea party. His sister had been warned not to touch 

amma's favourite expensive dishes, but she wanted the best plates and cups for the tea party with 

her friends in the garden, so she had laid them out beautifully on a blue and white mat on which she 

sat with her friends smiling proudly as she was the hostess. But suddenly, a ball came flying at 

them. " Look out, " cried one of her friends with pink flowers on her hair, but the ball had swept 
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passed them, leaving the china broken into pieces. 

 

       " Oh what shall I do now? It was amma's favorite crockery. She will give me a beating, " she 

said with a worried face. Ramaswamy approached her with a guilty look, and stood as still as a 

pole when he saw the fire in her eyes.  

       " Oh Rama! See, what you have done! Amma will scold me for this. Could you not have 

played football today and ruin everything? " 

       " You could have had your party in the house. I can't play any place else, " he retorted 

smugly. 

       " You are a very naughty boy, and you have become disrespectful of late. Go find means of 

replacing this china or I swear never to speak to you again, " she said, collecting the tiny pieces of 

broken china in her hands along with her friends.  

 

        Now it had been hours Rama was walking through the coconut plantations. He didn't know 

how to reach the town from his small village, but he hoped he could reach there by the next day at 

least. He was a small boy, and he didn't know much about the world. The sky was getting darker, 

and the birds chirped noisily and flew away in flocks to their nests. Rama was missing his home 

too. He wondered if he would be pardoned if he went home with a few of the fallen coconuts on the 

ground, and begged for forgiveness. But he remembered his sister's promise and kept walking. The 

stars were shining in the night sky and the fireflies were glowing in the dark. 

 

       Suddenly, Rama spotted a glowing light in the distance. He hurried in the pitch darkness to 

the source of light, and found a willow tree, with radiating trunk and branches, and leaves made of 
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gold that shone in the dark. As soon as he touched one of the leaves to pluck, a witch with crooked 

teeth appeared in front of him. Rama shivered in fright due to the strangeness of the situation, and 

since he only believed witches and fairies never really existed. 

 

        " A little boy do I see! Oh what fat cheeks and red lips bloomy, "she said in a nasal tone, as 

she pinched his cheeks.  

                                   "   I see you have done mischief! 

                                       Now, listen to me little boy, and I will turn your leaf.   

                                       Climb the wise willow tree, and jump into the trunk. 

                                       Have no fear and you will see a talking chipmunk.  

                                       He will guide you through the willow city, 

                                       Search and devour the golden cherry.  

                                       The golden cherry is the key to the magic dust, 

                                       Yet to me, you cannot be unjust. 

                                       Bring it to me, and let me have my first three wishes, 

                                       Take it home, buy gold, pearls, dresses and china dishes!   

" and saying this, the witch started disappearing. But Rama had not understood her clearly being 

only a little boy, and he pleaded to repeat the poem before she disappeared into thin air. The witch 

repeated the poem for him once again, and Rama memorized it every bit, so that he doesn't fail to 

bring the magic dust at all. After all, it could have all his wishes come true! 

 

           Now, Rama looked at the giant willow tree with golden leaves, and so tall was it that he 

didn't know how to reach up to its branches. He stacked a few big rocks, and placed coconut leaves 
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on them and made steps out of it. As he looked into the hollow trunk, he couldn't see anything as it 

was very dark. He questioned himself if he should do such a thing at all, but he gained courage and 

jumped into the trunk of the hollow tree. His head started spinning and he called out for the 

chipmunk, but none was there. A tear dropped down his eye, and as it hit the ground, a tunnel was 

opened to him. It was filled with colourful lights and singing mosquitoes, and perfumed herbs 

which brushed against him as he walked. 

 

          " Hello,I wasn't expecting any visitors, " a squeaky voice said. Rama turned to see a 

brown chipmunk wearing a red shirt. His eyes were shiny, and his smile made him seem friendly to 

Rama.  

          " Hello. My name is Ramaswamy. I am on my way to find the magic dust. Can you help 

me? " 

There was a look of hesitation combined with displeasure on the chipmunk's face. " Do not tell me 

that the old wretched witch sent you here! I will burn her alive in the stove, just as Gretel did. Did 

she give you any chocolates too?" Rama nodded in disagreement, and chipmunk calmed down by 

seeing how tiny and innocent little Rama was. He planned on guiding Rama through the willow 

city so that no danger comes upon him. 
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          " So what and where is the willow city? " Rama asked curiously.  

          " You will see for your own when the tunnel ends, " the chipmunk said smiling. " My 

name  is Munniswamy. You can call me Munni. I'm the Regional Security of the Giant Willow 

City of this area. I hope you like the visit in Willow City. Its the most beautiful place you can ever 

imagine! " he smiled proudly, his buck teeth exposed. Rama noticed a light at the rear corner of the 

tunnel. He started running excitedly, and the chipmunk sat on his shoulder, asking him to run a 

little slower so that he doesn't fly off! When Rama reached the end of the tunnel, he was 

bewildered with awe and amazement. He pinched himself to check if he was dreaming, but indeed 

he wasn't ! 

 

 

 

 

          Here he was in the land of fairytales and cartoons! Noddy drove past him asking if he 

wants a ride as Mr. Plod waved, the tin soldier marched with his army, thumbelina was sleeping on 

a sunflower, and he stared out , his eyes wide with wonder as a flying horse landed near his feet. 

Munni asked him to get on the chariot attached to the horse, and as he shifted uncomfortably in his 

seat, the horse flapped his huge wings and took off in the air. Rama clutched the reins of the horse 

as tightly as he could so that he didn't fall off his seat, as the flying horse soared in the air amidst 
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the clouds, in a land which looked like heaven. The chipmunk was in Rama's pocket, his head 

popping out as he looked astonished at the wonderful beauty once again. 

 

          " This is beautiful, Munni. I've never seen anything more beautiful than this! , " he 

screamed his eyes shining with delight " Oh please, oh please tell me there is Aladdin, Harry Potter 

and Hogwarts, Malgudi in here too! Then I would stay here forever! " he exclaimed. 

          " Oh yes master, and we could go and pay a visit to all of them, but as you see, we have 

to go and inform the King of Willow City about your arrival and your length of stay. " 

          " Munni, will he allow me to stay here forever? " he asked innocently. 

          " Willow City constitution states that only dumans can live here, and humans can be 

attended to as guests only for a limited period of time, so I'm afraid that you would have to leave 

someday Rama." Munni's eyes had a kind sympathetic look when he looked up at him from his 

pocket.  

 

          As the flying horse inclined at a sharp angle to take a turn, a stick darted towards Rama.  

          " Harry Potter, " he exclaimed loudly, excitement exploding in his voice!  Harry haulted 

at lightening speed just inches away from his racing chariot in his Firebolt XP, and murmured a 

quick yet charming apology.  

          " Extremely sorry, Kiddo. Hope you have a nice time in Willow City. Gotta go, 

Quidditch! " and he winked at Rama with a grin before he dived in his broomstick again. Rama sat 

dazed with wonder as he saw his favorite surreal person in the world. " Was that really Harry 

Potter? Harry Potter who fought You-Know-Who, Harry Potter who studied in Hogwarts, Harry 

Potter who married Ginny? He looks like he's still in fourth year! " 
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Munni laughed, " We stop aging Willow City after a certain time. The age is uncertain and varying 

for every one, but we maintain our beauty without any hassles, " Munni grinned brightly. 

 

          When Rama was yet into his deep thoughts about how he met with Harry Potter on his 

broomstick, the flying horse started diving down at haste making Rama feel like he was on a roller 

coaster ride.  

           " We're going to dieee, " yelled Rama.  

           " Oh just hold tight, little boy, " and Rama closed his eyes tightly, and bent over to hold 

onto the neck of the horse as it plunged down with great speed. When Rama opened his eyes after 

he couldn't feel the chilly wind swirling around him any longer, he found himself on the land. He 

uttered something about how relived he was that he was still breathing and looked for Munni in his 

pocket. But Munni was already walking towards the large rusted iron gates behind which was a 

stone castle with large golden domes on every tower. Aladdin Land?  Rama thought and shook his 

head because it didn't look much like that in his story books.  

          " Hey, " he called out to Munni and trailed behind him, running fast to catch up with him 

as fast as he could.  

 

           When Rama was beside Munni, he opened his mouth to ask him the many many 

questions bubbling in his head, but Munni silenced him with a quick hush. Rama walked beside 

Munni in silence, as the gates opened and closed, and he passed by steel armoured nights, soldiers, 

lawyers with curly grey long braided hair, and arrived at an old fashioned wood chamber which 

was named as the reception.  

          " You have a human with you, " shrieked the receptionist, who looked pretty to Rama 
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even with her twitched eye brows and flaring nostrils.  

          " I want to address my case to the Court of Aliens in Willow City, " Rama said politely, 

as Rama wondered how he could not be dazzled by the receptionist's beauty.  

           " 3rd Floor, second right, last chamber, 321 .Court is in session now, will be free after 

another hour, the judge for your case will be St. Nicholas, " she said eye the boy with a nasty look. 

Rama's eyes fixed on her ocean blue eyes, and he blushed as a red tomato. The receptionist whiffed 

in complete disgust and got back to her work.  

 

           " Stop getting your face red because of that woman, Rama. Dumans don't like Humans. 

You might get permission to stay in here, but that doesn't make it easy as they can be very 

unpleasant to you. "  

           " Why? " Rama asked squealing. 

           " Hmm, " Munni thought. " Well, for one reason that the ugly witch is always upto 

something and sending human beings, transforming them, putting goblin spells on Dumans too 

only to end our world. " 

           " Why does she want to end your world? Isn't she a part of it? " 

           " No, No. She is the meanest creatures of the willow tales, fairy tales for you children. 

She has existed since the times of Cinderella, Snow White, Hansel and Gretel and many other 

legends you have listened to. Good Lord, she was there battling with our dear Harry a few years 

ago. Oh, how it flared up in our Willow City that Rowling, the Human Journalist came and wrote 

six- seven books on it. It's a pity she calls it her own imagination! " 

           " But why does she want to end your world, Munni? " Rama repeated curiously. 

           " Oh right, I forgot to tell you about that " he said as they walked by the alley and sat on 
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the bench next to the room 321. 

 

           " Due to all the mischief she had been upto, the Law of Willow City had detained her of 

performing any magic. But when she had broken the rules again, she was taken into Slimy Land. 

It's a prison which has no bars, but spells to guard the person, distract them and confine them into 

lifelong imprisonment. It was stated in her judgement, that if she ever broke a rule again, she 

would be sent to the human world, " Munni glanced at Rama to check if he was still listening.  

           " She had broken a rule, because of which I saw her in the human world! " Rama said 

feeling intelligent. 

           " Yes, little boy. But she had broken many rules. She had come to know the essence of 

the magic world, the very substance that makes us survive. Pardon me, but I can't reveal what it is 

to you. Policies, you know, " he smiled as his nose wrinkled.  

           " Is it food? Or like water? " chipped in Rama. 

           " No, its nothing of that sort. She wanted to destroy our world in that manner, and reside 

with the humans and take over their world with all the horrible spells and tricks she knows. " 

Munni grew thoughtful and his face turned pale. 

                

           A loud bell ringed calling the end of the previous session and the beginning of the new. 

Rama saw a fat white man with red hair and huge spectacles coming out of the room, being 

assisted by another chipmunk who looked alike Munni. The white man snorted at Rama and he 

twitched backwards, feeling scared.  Rama entered the huge room, and saw a huge man with long 

white beard, wearing a cane hat, and reed coat seated on the Judge's chair. After an hour long 

session in which Munni, Rama's explainer explained Rama's situation to St. Nicholas- how he 
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arrived at the Willow City, how the witch had met him when he was thrown away from home after 

he broke his mother's dishes, how he's a small little boy who is completely innocent, the Judge 

granted him permission to stay in the Willow City for two more days, during which he would be 

shown the entire City, and all the characters that he adores. 

 

           " Thank you, " beamed Munni delightedly. 

           " You know my weakness, Munni. How unfair it is of you to bring a child of four in my 

courtroom and imagine of me giving him punishment. Here boy, come here, " he said with a sweet 

smile. Rama approached him with quiet steps, as the judge bent down from his seat and rummaged 

noisily through a few wrapped parcels. 

           " Here, this is for you. I know its not Christmas, but I'm not allowed to go out of this 

magic land and give presents to you dear lads and lasses anymore, " he said apologetically.  

           " Thank you, " muttered Rama, unsure of why he'd been gifted with a parcel covered in 

shiny blue paper, and he strode out of the chamber with the gift in his hands along with Munni in 

his pocket.  
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            As he came out of the chamber, he whispered to Munni asking him who that was.  

            " Santa Claus, oh dear God! Why did you think he said all that about Christmas and 

gifts, and gave you one himself? Santa Claus , hello, Saint Nicholas! " Munni said with his hands 

swinging in the air as he actioned every word with exaggeration. Rama's eyes popped and fell 

down motionless on the floor. 

            " Are you okay? "  

            " I'd been a bad boy the whole year and he yet gave me the gift. I was so shocked by 

everything, that I didn't even thank Santa Claus. On the other hand, I didn't even know he was 

Santa Claus. I'm stupid! My sister is right, I'm a fool! " he said, as tears rolled down his eyes. 

Munni crawled out of his shirt's pocket, and perched himself on his collar to reach up to his face. 

He wiped his tears with a generous look in his eyes.  

 

            " Little Rama, you're not stupid. You're a very very nice lad. Don't be harsh on yourself 

by losing faith in you. You are what you are, but you will be what you believe to be, " he said 

kindly. Rama looked down on him and looked at his kind eyes. He kissed Munni on his cheek and 

thanked him, and off the set on their Willow City trip. As the exit the gates of the huge castle, they 

saw a beautiful fountain with sparkling water which was named as the magic fountain, and Rama 

came to know that whosoever drinks from it will be instantly caught while telling a lie. Most of the 

court procedures were begun only after the culprit and the others involved drank the water in front 

of the jury. Each single lie caused them an elongated nose, Munni explained to him in good 

humour. Rama now realized, why his mother kept telling him that his nose will grow bigger and 

bigger if he lied.  
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            Rama met the Wise Willow Wizard who enraptured him with several magic tricks. He 

asked him to teach him a few, and Rama successfully managed to learn the Pea trick in which he 

could turn any green pea to golden ones, and the Affinity Trick in which he could move things of 

little weight just by the motion of his palm, and the Mind Reading trick in which he could read a 

person's mind while he chanted the spell. He wasn't very good at any of it, as the Wise Willow 

Wizard could turn the smallest peas into gigantic golden ones, and could move an entire mountain 

with his Affinity Spell, and could read people's mind at ease for hours even when they were far 

away from their sight, while Rama was confused with his own words of the Mind Reading Spell 

and the person's thoughts as he stood near him. 

 

            Suddenly, the ugly witch's face with crooked yellow teeth appeared to Rama who was 

still busy in  repeating the spells he had learnt as he sat on a unicorn to pay a visit to Alice In 

Wonderland and then Neverland. The unicorn sparkled in the sunlight, and its horn looked like it 

was made of crystal.  

                             " Old New tiding do I bring, 

                               Oh, how curses you your little sibling, 

                               Before fetching the magic dust, returning to your family, 

                               Search and devour the golden cherry.  

                               The golden cherry is the key to the magic dust, 

                               Yet to me, you cannot be unjust. 

                               Bring it to me, and let me have my first three wishes, 

                               Take it home, buy gold, pearls, dresses and china dishes! " 

Beads of sweat appeared on Rama's temple as he the ugly witch brought visions of his mother 
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scolding his little sister, and his sister promising him never to speak again till he replaced the 

china. Rama wished he could find means of finding the magic dust and going back home to his 

darling amma, and hug her as tight as he could.  

 

           " Munni, " he said, his palms circling his stomach. " I'm so hungry, could I have some 

food to eat, please? " he asked with a plan in his mind. 

           " Oh yes, master! We could go to the Willow Diner where you can find the finest of 

foods you could have ever tasted! I'm so sorry, I completely forgot about how young you are and 

how hungry you must be by now." he smiled. Rama wondered how he could find the golden 

cherry. He didn't think it would be on a cherry tree, or even a golden cherry tree. It must be 

somewhere safe, like a museum or a vault where nobody could gain access to it. 

            " Can I have some cherries first? I love them! And yet, we get so little of them in 

Kerala, " he smiled sadly. 

 Munni spoke at once, " Then off we go to the Willow Orchard, to the majestic cherry tree, from 

which you can pluck your favourite cherries but one, and fill your stomach with glee.  

 

             Munni plucked a silver hair on the unicorn's neck which glimmered in the sunlight, 

and asked Rama to wish. As soon as Rama blew it from Munni's palm, a beautiful orchard fell 

before his eyes, as if it was lifted from the pre historic times of the Adam and Eve. Rama asked 

Munni if it was the Willow Orchard, hardly in a whisper, and they walked down the beautiful 

garden, as the spotted colourful fish in ponds, flowers of the most beautiful fragrance, fruits that 

had never looked any more delicious, singing birds and nightingale that sung and enthralled 

listeners with their magical voice. Rama plucked a few fruits hanging in the lowest branches of the 
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trees, and ate the delicious fruits hungrily, sharing a few with his new friend.  

            " Here little boy, is your favourite fruit tree, the cherry tree! " said Munni with little 

skip as they reached a massive cherry tree which looked splendid in sight. Rama's eyes wandered 

on each and every branch in search of the golden cherry, but he could not find it! 

 

              After eating a few cherries with disappointment and passing more than the number 

he ate to Munni, Rama sat down under an apple tree. Feeling heavy breathing and noises of snores 

in his pocket, he realized that Munni was asleep. He gently took him out of his pocket and rested 

him against a pile of pebbles without awakening him. Then, Rama began walking in the huge 

Willow Orchard in search of the golden cherry. He walked for hours and hours inspecting each and 

every tree, the ground for fallen fruits, the fish or birdies carrying something golden in their lips till 

all that was left to be re inspected was the cherry tree, which Rama had excluded as Munni was 

present there. Weary and exhausted, but having not given up, Little Rama walked towards the 

cherry tree.  
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             Rama was relieved to find that at least, Munni was yet asleep. He looked closely at 

the cherry tree boughs, leaves, and every fruit from all angles, and couldn't find the golden cherry. 

Shattered, his thoughts resumed how his mother  would be furious and spiteful with him, and how 

his sister would disown him forever. He remembered their poverty, their torn rags in winter which 

kept them shivering and coughing at night, his sister's friends talking about how they attain every 

little thing they ask for from their parents but how his Akka has to work hard to get them, and how 

he wished that the golden cherry would only drop from the clouds near his feet! But, though a 

cherry didn't drop from the sky, a miraculous idea flashed in Rama's head! 

 

             Rama remembered how the Old Wise Willow Wizard had taught him the spells to 

turn a petty pea to a golden one, and surely, if he changed the words in the right manner, it could 

possibly turn red juicy cherries to golden magical ones, he thought excitedly. Anxious, he jumped 

on his feet and mumbled the spell under his breath. 

                                     " Red cherries on the bough,  

                                       Hear my words and turn golden now, 

                                       Red cherries on the bough,  

                                       Hear my words and turn golden now, 

                                       Red cherries on the bough,  

                                       Hear my words and turn golden now. "  

The cherries in the bough started shaking rampantly for a few seconds, but none of them turned to 

gold. Rama chose another bough and repeated his spell, then another and again another. But none 

of them turned to gold.  

                " It can't be that easy to find the magic golden cherry, I guess. Maybe I should quit 
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and go back home with my story of the Willow City. Amma will be pleasant, " but then when he 

marveled about it, he felt that nobody would believe him, not even Amma. It was her, who had 

assured him , that there's nothing called magical creatures and mystical beings.  

 

           He walked around carelessly, and suddenly something hit him hard on his foot. 

           " Ouch, " he whimpered in pain, and crouched down to massage his toe. And there it 

was, the cherry, the Golden Cherry lying on the bare ground, glinting in the rosy sunset rays. He 

took it on his palm and admired it for a few minutes, but as soon as he opened his mouth wide to 

devour it, Munni awoke and started hurrying towards him, yelling in full volume and forbidding 

him to eat the golden cherry. Rama dropped the cherry in his mouth before Munni could reach him, 

and he munched it as fast as he could. The sweet juice calmed him down and filled him with a 

sense of unexplainable happiness, and his vision blurred and he fell on the ground into a deep 

sleep. The last he saw was Munni only a few paces away from him, begging him to spit it out.  

 

           Rama woke up twitching, as he felt a tingling sensation on his cheek. A butterfly with 

yellow and blue wings was seated on his left cheek comfortably, and Rama shooed it away by the 

swish of his palm. He heard clanking noises of metals, and as he turned his head, he saw four 

knights in metal armours moving towards him with huge steps.  

           " Its a human! No wonder he ate the forbidden cherry, " the first knight said. 

           " Well, its good that Sir Nicholas likes him, otherwise he would've been sent to Slimy 

Iceland, where he would've frozen to death amidst all the happiness," he laughed devilishly.  

           " Where am I being sent to? " Rama asked as the knights reached him.  

           " You're in Slimy Land, the Willow City Prison. You will be sent to Slimy Flower Land 
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till Munni, Sir Nicholas and a few others arrive and get you, " the first knight replied. 

           " But.. " Rama paused. He must not let the knights know about his intention of eating 

the golden cherry, otherwise he would be guarded at every second and his chances of obtaining the 

magic dust will be null. 

 

           The four knights surrounded Rama on all four sides and fenced him with their swords 

as they walked. He had to walk in line with the second and third knight, such that he doesn't miss a 

step and the sword doesn't land on him. But, as Rama walked, the idea of Slimy Land being a 

prison seemed more and more unbelievable to him. It was as beautiful as the Orchard and there 

were plenty of colorful and sweet smelling flowers, sparkling rivers on the land he was walking on. 

                                         " In Slimy Land you are now,  

                                           The land confined with the strongest spells, 

                                           Hear my voice and heed my words, 

                                           And all will be well, 

                                           Do not smell the exalting flowers in Flower Land, 

                                           They make you lose track of precious time, 

                                           And if you do not heed my magic words,  

                                           You will return home without dishes or dime! " the 

witches's voice echoed in Rama's ear as a buzzing bee. From then onwards, Rama walked 

breathing slowly through his mouth, such that it remains unnoticeable to the knights in silver 

armours.  

 

           " How is the boy not sneezing? All of them who come here can't stop sneezing! " the 
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third knight eyed him suspiciously.  

           " I guess they're allergic to pollen grains, I'm not, " Rama smiled brightly. The third 

knight nodded. 

When they reached Flower Land, the knights ordered Rama to walk inside, as they removed some 

mud from the head of the sword in which it was safely kept, and lined it along the gate of the 

flowered fence. Rama continued walking, hoping to hear the witch's voice again for more direction 

that will lead him to the magic dust. Minutes past by and then he resolved to act on his own. But he 

had no clue what the magic dust resembled, and where it could have been secretly hidden.  

 

           Feeling fatigued from the long and strenuous journey, he decided on taking a dip in the 

river with sparkling and sweet water. He removed his clothes and slowly walked into the river, and 

dipped his head in the water. As he dipped his head, he could see many sparkling and colourful 

fish, rainbow coloured corals, sea horses, aquatic plants, big fish striped black and white as zebras, 

orange fish with netted fins, and a pink octopus guarding a big shell. Astounded by the sight, and 

curious he plunged into the water and swam under water till he reached the octopus shell. 

Curiously, he drew it out of the water, as the octopus clung to his fingers forcefully. Rama 

somehow managed to get on the shore, and he pulled the octopus out from his fingers and threw 

him back in the water. His fingers were bleeding with the poison from the tentacles, but Rama 

didn't bother much. He was excited to see the pearl in the Octopus shell, and as he pulled it closer 

to himself and opened the upper shell. A message appeared to him in the air in a beautiful 

handwriting. 

 

        " The magic of dust, the dust of magic, 
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          Turns magic to dust and dust to magic."     

Rama stared down at it with disbelief as he saw the magic dust in the shell. How easily had he 

found it! Now, his mother and sister will be proud of him, his mother can buy many china dishes, 

and his sister can buy beautiful dresses that she would wear to parties. His sister would love him 

and adore him, his mother would call him the best son she can ever have in her lifetime, and 

everyone will envy them as they would have everything they want, and a few things they couldn't 

ever imagine of possessing. Rama stroked the magic dust in his hand with joy, but his eyes lifted to 

the words which was fading in the air. 

  

         " The magic of dust, the dust of magic, " he re read once again slowly and coherently, so 

that he clearly understood its meaning, " Turns magic to dust and dust to magic."  The magic of 

this dust will turn dust to magic, but it will turn magic to dust too, he ruminated. On understanding 

the message clearly, he said aloud,  

         " This is what Munni told me - the essence of the magic world, the very substance that 

makes them survive. If I bring the magic dust to the witch, all of these magical creatures would die, 

and there would be no magic existing in this world, other than the wicked spells of the Ugly Witch. 

She will kill all my friends, all the glorious and beautiful characters and stories that we only read 

about, and she would cast spells on the humans and create roguery all around. Every good thing 

will be put to an end. And worse still, there will no magic, simply no good magic at all in this 

world, " Rama pondered aloud, and threw the shell back into the sparkling waters of the rivers. 

 

         Rama smiled being pleased with himself, and a felt a hand on his shoulder. The Old Wise 

Willow Wizard, Nicholas, a few members of the jury, the four knights and Munni had been 
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watching it all along from the time Rama went into the waters. Rama lowered his eyes with guilt as 

he faced the Willow Wizard, as he felt he had been too selfish and greedy the whole time.  

         " You left your gift from Santa, little boy, " Munni said, as he extended his tiny hands 

carrying the blue shiny parcel. 

         " Oh, I don't even deserve to have a present from Santa. I have been so greedy all along. " 

Rama said with a sour face. 

         " Rama, I saw what you did with the magic dust. Any other boy would have taken it, 

destroyed our world to gain happiness in his, but you put forth other's happiness than you're own. 

Indeed you have been a little selfish and greedy, but you have been thoughtful and sensitive too. 

We owe you for our survival right now, " Santa smiled calmly at him. 

          

         Rama shook his head in disagreement as his conscience hurt him, and he apologised time 

and again.  

         " I was just so sorry for all that I had done, breaking my mother's dishes, hearing my 

sister's promise of never speaking to me again, that all I wanted to do was just go home with new 

dishes and be hugged by my amma and akka. I didn't know that my illogical thinking and 

impracticality would lead me to more troubles. I didn't mean to do any of this Munni, " Rama said 

sadly. 

        " When I was reading your mind, little boy, I read all your troubles and concerns, and I 

read the witch's rhymes to you and the effect it had on your thoughts everytime you heard her 

voice. It's not all your fault. You're a little innocent boy, who is the most suitable as her victim, " 

the Wise Willow Wizard said thoughtfully. " And you do not need to worry anymore, for I have 

erased her memories of the past two days and she remembers nothing of you and her orders to you 
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of bringing her the magic dust. " he smiled.  

        " Thank you, " Rama beamed and hugged the wizard. 

 

        Rama was falling homesick and he grew desperate to meet his family, so the wise old men 

decided that it was best for Rama to go home. The flying horse was waiting outside the gates of the 

Slimy Land and they climbed on the chariot together, and Rama was braver this time when the 

horse landed on the ground. He met Noddy once again, and this time, he went on a ride on his 

yellow and red taxi and gifted a few pink flowers to Tessy Bear to go with her dress. Harry was 

waiting for him with Peter Pan nearby, and they thanked Rama for saving their life from the ugly 

evil witch. Harry promised him that he would discuss with the Wise Willow Wizard on how they 

could punish her extremely for doing such terrible offences when Rama asked him with concern 

about her.  

        " It's good that Wise Willow Wizard erased her memory, otherwise she would have known 

where the magic dust is hidden. No one had ever found where it was placed. I was quite surprised 

to learn that you found it without any difficulty, " said Peter Pan as Tinkerbell giggled.  
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         In a few moments, Rama was astonished to see hundreds of Dumans gathered together to 

see him. There was so much of rush, and cheerful noises, applause, congratulations , and dumans 

waiting to greet him that Rama began to feel like a hero. Many of his favourite characters 

personally came upto him and thanked, wished, congratulated him for what he had done. Finally, it 

was time for him to leave, and one of the Willow City Judges approached him with his grey 

braided hair with three passes of the willow city which could be valid for four more years. The 

crowd cheered as the Judge presented him with the passes, and the Receptionist whom Rama had 

admired before his court room procedure pecked him on his cheek. Rama felt like he would 

explode as he turned crimson.  

 

        Rama walked in the tunnel decorated with flowers and chandeliers as he walked back 

along the same path. He didn't speak a word till they almost reached the end of the tunnel. Rama 

looked dull and pale, and Munni attempts at cheering him failed disgracefully.  

         " Oh little boy, stop making that sad face. You can visit us for four more years, and if you 

remain just as good and lovely as this, they might even extend your time, " Munni smiled which 

couldn't hide the sadness in his eyes either.  

         " But I will miss you all so much. I wish I could stay with all of you, especially you, 

Munni. I had the best time of my life in Willow City." 

         " Stop talking like a grandfather. Best time of your life? Your life hasn't even begun yet! 

And everytime you plan to come here, I will be the first one to greet you! ," Munni said flashing a 

brilliant smile. Rama smiled too.  

  

         As they reached the other end of the tunnel, Munni asked Rama to extend his hand, and 
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placed something heavy in his palm. It wasn't dark but very dimly light with the sunlight falling 

through the leaves of the trees into the hollow trunk, Rama couldn't see what Munni handed him.  

         " What is it? " Rama asked curiously. 

         " You didn't get the magic dust and saved us all, so this is my gift to you, recognizing our 

friendship too. It's a wooden box with broken magic glass pieces. If you arrange it in the right order 

like a puzzle, you can see the Willow City through it in the animated version. We have the broken 

magic glass in all our houses, we use it as forms of communication at times, so if you need to see 

where we are or feel like talking to us, chatting with Mr. Potter, or learning a few more tricks from 

the Old Willow Wizard, you can concentrate on your thoughts and the images will appear on the 

glass!" Munni said excitedly. 

         " That's so stupefying, " Rama exclaimed, and his face fell when the branches shook, and 

the beam of sunlight shifted as they stood at the bottom of the trunk. 

 

         Munni created a magical ladder for Rama, and the leaves waved along with Rama's palm 

as he exit Willow City along with the wooden box, three passes and Santa's blue parcel. It had been 

two whole days for which Rama had been away from home. The sun was on top of his head, and he 

dragged his shadow along the dusty road bordered with coconut trees. He was tired and sweaty 

from the great magical adventure, and he was also a refined experienced little man. He knew now, 

how wrong it was to be selfish and greedy and how it takes over one's senses and mind, and makes 

one a victim of all the wrongs one can do or think of doing in this world. Rama was no longer the 

innocent little foolish boy who had left his home, he was now the wise little boy who was returning 

home with much more than precious presents from a mystical land. 
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       A bullock cart was passing by the road, and Rama gestured it to stop. Rama climbed onto 

the cart and sat beside the driver, and they drank coconut water from the shells pilled behind the 

cart. He felt like telling his wonderful adventure to everyone, but he had promised to keep it a 

secret to everyone other than his family, and he kept quiet. Rama had dozed off in a light sleep, 

when the cart halted in front of Rama's doorstep. he climbed out of the cart, thanked the man for 

the journey and the refreshing coconut water and bid him goodbye as he watched him going away 

to the feilds. Rama took a deep breath, and walked on tip toe into the courtyard after he unlatched 

the door. No one was seated in the garden, where he had broken his mother's favourite dishes. 

 

      Rama quietly entered the kitchen, where he expected his mother to be present. She was 

standing near the gas stove, cutting vegetables monotonously. Her face was sick and gloomy. 

       " Amma, " Rama called out to her from outside the kitchen door. " Amma, " he called out 

once gain, when he had been unheard. His mother turned slowly, and her eyes filled with tears as 

she saw her little son standing at the door.  

       " I'm sorry I broke your dishes, " Rama said apologetically. 

       " You should be sorry that you left your little mother all alone! Where did you go, my son? 

" she asked worried. 

       " Its a long long story, Amma. I have so much to tell you and you would not even dare to 

believe me. But its all true, " Rama chirped. 

 

        His sister came out of her room after hearing the racket of noise, and apologized to Rama 

for being so cold and unjust to him. She explained to him how frenzied she was after thinking how 

she would be scolded, and she had uttered words which she hadn't meant at all. Rama hugged his 
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sister lovingly, and his mother carried him in her arms. He was the happiest little boy in the world. 

After lunch, Amma asked Rama to narrate all of his stories to her and Rama told him and his sister 

of the witch, willow city, Munni the chipmunk, the cartoon and fictional characters he had only 

read about till now, the flying horse, unicorn, Santa Claus, the golden cherry, Slimy Land and 

about his whole great unbelievable adventure. He showed them the passes to Willow City which 

he received from the judge, the box containing the broken magic glass, and Santa's blue parcel. 

 

 

 

 

         When his sister begged him to open Santa's parcel, Rama found a cardboard box in it. As 

he opened the box, he found the exact expensive china crockery which he had broken when he was 

playing football! It had an extra pair of cup, saucers, dishes, side dishes too. His sister was 

stupified to find the same pattern and his mother laughed out gaily at all the trouble his little son 

had been into just to replace his mother's broken dishes.  

          " Rama, look, there's something else in the parcel for you!" his sister chirped happily. 

          " It's a mouth organ," Rama exclaimed. He blew into it, and a magical sound floated 
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through the air bringing life long happiness in the family and the neighbourhood. 

 

          Rama visited the Willow City often with his amma and akka, and he introduced them to 

all of his friends who were enthralled to see him. Rama and Munni remained friends forever, and 

they spoke to each other everyday through the magic glass. Rama managed to learn a few more 

spells and tricks, and became popular for it in his village. Santa's mouth organ was the aid to many 

beautiful tunes Rama composed for which he received a lot of fame in the film industry. The Old 

Ugly Witch was fed with mushrooms, which was the strictest form of punishment in the Willow 

City, as dumans are allergic to mushrooms and develop severe rash and itching on consuming 

them, which puts them in a state of coma in a few hours time.  
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          Rama still remains as the only one in history to have found the Magic Dust. The Wise 

Willow Wizard cast a spell on Munni, Harry and even St. Nicholas for that matter so that nobody 

could track their thoughts on the Magic Dust to put an end to the Willow world. There's a public 

holiday in Willow City on the day Rama found the Magic Dust-  every year, symbolizing the 

sacrifice of a human to the duman world for his belief in existance and continuity of pure and good 

magic.  

 

           Did Rama become a part of all the magic? We do not for sure, until someone writes 

about it, isn't it?  
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Few Things You Don’t Do After Marriage (Normally) 

~ a story by Disphum 

Chapter 1 

Soham has at last settled to marry the girl for whom he took two sick leaves and went upto Pune 

spending a staggering 20K flight fare. Yes, you ask him, he would say it's a love marriage though 

they came to know each other through a popular matrimony site.  

"So it calls for a bachelor's party, we can't let this big moment trickle away so silently" DK 

was thoughtful litting the 4th fag back to back. He has been back from Singapore last week, he will 

again fly to Singapore after a month as his project clients want him back there badly. I was 

sceptical hearing that his manager in Singapore is a divorcee lady who is beautiful and often 

arrives office with provocative dresses. DK says she is hot but not of his tune. I personally don't 

belive him seeing his fishy tendency to back his manager's wish to get on board there so soon. The 

only thing he is pondering about is the price of one pack of cigarette which costs him 20 dollars. 

His colleagues have returned with LCD TV, SLR cameras out of their extra per diem they earned 

for being abroad.Poor DK came with a fat ass and 4 key rings for we four, his fellow room mates.   

"What is a bachelor's party? I am bachelor for last 27 years and no one considered me for a 

single bachelor's party" Sujay was still over phone with his girl friend but his ears are always apt to 

catch on to the correct topics. 

"It's traditionally a party to celebrate the big occasion before the chicken is taken to the 

hatchery." Sanjoy immitates Amitabh Bachhan's voice as usual with his 5 feet hieght. 
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"So what's the plan? what all will we do?" I entered into the discussion. I was down a bit losing to 

DK in chess. 

"We won't go to Lazeez this time, I had a big brawl with my digestive system last time I 

went there. This time we will go to some neat and clean restaurant to get some traditional bengali 

cousine" Sujay is still having his stomach upset. Doctors often say he is maniac about this, but he 

continues with multi coloured tablets and capsules and roughages. 

"SUCKS" Sanjay interrupted "a bachelor's party with rice and raazma?"  

"I guess we need to do something special. Guys, see once you are married, always you are 

married. So it's time to cherish our boyhood" I explained 

"Like what?" DK has finished his 4th cigarette and searching for his lighter again. 

"FIVE THINGS YOU DON'T DO AFTER MARRIAGE" I said. "Marriage is like eating 

the forbidden fruit, it's appealing, but once you have a bite of it, you will be stripped off all the 

pleasures of a bachelor's paradise and sent off to the world of bondage and sufferrings. So a 

bachelor's party is literally the last chance to do whatever you want and which you really can't do 

post marriage" 

"What are the five things for you Mr. Amitabh?" Sujay taunted Sanjay. 

"I want to go to Vegus and spend a night on a sea beach lying naked" sanjay was prompt in 

answering. I don't know if he meant saying lying nude alone or what. 

"I want to go to Ladakh from Bangalore on my 500 cc pulsar" DK is always a bike-freak. 

"I want to date Deepika Padukone, she has got a damn good size" Sujay's eyes were closed 
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to favour his fantasy "but don't tell it to Sucheta please my dear friends, otherwise I have to keep on 

rubbing my ass on the floor seeking apology from her.She is a sweet girl, I don't want to hurt her 

but I want my Padu also for once oh God !!" Sujay was ecstatic. I don't know why for the God's 

name he calls Deepika Padukone as "Padu". Anyway, his fantasy was with flying colours, might 

be because of the globe of foul air permanently residing inside his belly. 

"And you Mr. Advocate?" Soham pinged me. 

"I want to wash my teeth and ass with whisky. One whole day I won't touch anything else 

but whisky whisky and whisky." I was ready with my answer. 

"So it's time to cherish our wishes this time. So guys fasten you seat belts and welcome to 

forbidden world" Sanjay thinks he has got enough resemblence to Amitabh Bachhan in respect of 

attitude also. Poor guy. 

"Which means that, sanjay wants to strip before all, Sujay wants a blind date, Mr. Advocate 

wants a high doze of boozing and DK wants a long bike ride. Why don't we plan something to 

cover all these? Let's all go to Goa on a bike drive, we'll get to see enough of liquor, beaches and 

sexy models. Sujay, you OK with foreigners?" Soham put his proposal with a serious face. 

"Yup, I have heard foreigners are far more agile than Indians. But you are our Mr. Bachelor 

boy, what special are you going to do in Goa?" Sujay answered. 

Soham kept on thinking as the focus of discussion shifted to him.  I have hardly seen him 

doing anything promptly. His each and every notion will give you the impression that world was 

there for last million years and will be there for million years in future. So there is ample time to do 

anything, be it in toilet, be it having lunch. Oneday he explained he wanted to be a fast bowler, but 
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he has turned to be a spinner only for his relaxed attitude towards life. "I will play beach volley ball  

with the bikini babes in Goa. I know Anjuna beach is famous for it. But this is only for your eyes. 

Make sure you are not spoiling my marriage before it happens!!" Soham answered slowly with a 

very serious face.  

"You wanna play volley ball with girls at the age of 27??? What a loser !!" DK burst into 

laughter.  

"I am no DK, you know...I am a good boy". Soham answered. 

 Well, here I need to give a small background of DK. DK's real name is Arindam. But once 

he reached 5th standard people started noticing him before girls' schools. In coaching classes, he 

was more keen to help other girls in taking notes rather than taking his own. So, someone someday 

called him D.K.  which stands for "Dhanda-Kharap" or "ill intention". Since then his parents also 

started calling him DK.  

"This weekend fine? but this is year end time, Goa will be full" I said. 

―Yes, full of colours" Sanjoy is very eager to add to those colours lying nude on beach. 

"OK then done....three cheers for Soham....hip hip hurray......three cheers for Goa....hip hip 

hurray" after long days, any of our discussions ended without a dispute. FORBIDDEN WORLD 

CALLING !! 
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Chapter 2 

 

We were just in time. Goa was just like what we dreamt for. I cursed God so many times for 

my hair loss, pimples and skinny figure, but could not help here thanking him for creating this 

loveliest creature called "GIRLS !!". I haven't seen so many sexy girls before in skimpy outfits 

which aroused thousands of my fantasies. We laid on the sea beach , uncapped the beers and 

started ogling the girls all around.  

We met a Portuguese during our lunch in hotel who also joined us from no where. After 

finishing a brace of bottle, he suddenly opened up. As a result, we got to know his name is Airas, 

he came to India for studying his post graduate and never returned as he found his love in one of his 

class mates. Ultimately, he could not finish his study thinking of the girl who didn't give a damn to 

him. Now he is a real estate promoter and still searching for his lost love. He continued his love 

story with misty eyes which easily had the potential to match Karan Johar's next flick. Soham was 

very much touched by his life story and was interrogating him further to our utmost annoyance. 

DK started gossiping with a couple of girls at ease. I envy him for this quality. Why on earth girls 

don't find any interest in me?? Sujay consoled Airas and asked him about strip club around.  Arias 

finished couple of our beer bottles but paid us back with some invaluable information about the 

most famous strip club around. We understood this lover boy is not new to these world.  

No point in wasting time. We started our bikes and headed towards the strip club. 

"Hey guys !!" It was Airas. We turned back. 

"You guys are prepared, right? " Airas winked. 

"We are always prepared" I said. 

"Best Of Luck" Airas showed his thumb up. 
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The name of the club seemed pretty interesting "Kiss the World". Sujay was fluently 

talking rubbish on all the possibilities in store for the night. I could easily feel the butterflies in his 

stomach. 

It was altogether a different environment inside. Loud music with half conscious boys and 

girls shouting indifferently didn't give us a comfortable feel. Then we happened to see the big 

black bouncers roaming around which aroused our goose bumpses. 

"But where is the stripping happening?" Sanjoy shouted in excitement. 

"Don't even try to do that. It's not a strip club. If somebody shows any intention of doing 

something special, we have 6 bouncers keeping eyes on everyone, they can throw anyone to mom's 

lap." One of the attendants pointed us to a table. 

"I will screw that Airas once I get out of this junk place. Bustard!!" Sanjoy shouted again. 

"No foul talk please gentlemen. This is your first official warning. Next time I come, will 

come with the bouncers to caress you. So please behave yourselves." The attendant uttered each 

word slowly but firmly. He has mastered his profession I must say.  

We ordered for our pegs along with some chicken and prawn side dishes. There were 

around 20 bar girls who were dancing in front of all the tables. They looked to be from all parts of 

the world. Few of them were really attractive. Girls in front of our table happened to be the worst 

of the lot. Except one. She was different. She was wearing a black saree which gave her a graceful 

look. I looked into her eyes and kept one staring at her. As we kept on repeating pegs, world around 

us seemed more and more colourful. Girls couple of time approached our table to seduce us. Sujay 

was on his feet when one of those fat girls came and gave a peck on his cheek as a part of her dance 

gesture. DK and Soham had a hard time to make him quiet. Sanjoy was staring at a couple hugging 

and smooching in filmy style. His imagination must had placed him in place of the lucky boy.  
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I couldn't resist myself from staring at that girl. She was a world different than every other 

girl in this club. She was not dancing much but giving flashes of smiles at times which bowled me 

out completely. I felt, she also noticed me. I made my mind to talk to her. DK reminded me about 

the bouncers. I said "I am in love". I approached her quietly so that no one suspects of anything. I 

pretended as if I was going to the toilets. 

"I want to talk to you. This is definitely not the right place for you, you dont look 

comfortable here. Don't know if I'll be able to help you, but want to meet you for once." I 

whispered near her ears and vanished into the toilets. After coming back to seat, I couldn't see her 

around. 

We all became pretty sure that bouncers would approach us very shortly and throw us out 

for poking the dancers which is a violation of rule by their terms. The girl came out from the green 

room instead and joined the group for dancing.She was not noticing me at all.I felt humiliated and 

concentrated on other girls to show her my interest in other girls. What a mind game !!Suddenly I 

felt that girl just in front of me and throwing a piece of paper on my lap.  

"Tomorrow morning 11'o clock in front of Regent Inn, Panjim. Come alone please" 

"So you are going and that's final?" Sanjoy asked me. 

"No second thought. I need to talk to her. I can't forget those eyes". I said. 

"So what 's your plan? What are you going to do in a public place with her in broad 

daylight?" Sujay mocked. 

"Shut up!! I am going to talk to her, I need to understand her problems, I can't believe girls 

like her are dancing in a bar for bread butter." I explained. 

"Then why don't you call and meet everyone? They are also dancing for bread butter and I 

am pretty sure they also need your selfless help. Don't be a hypocrite. You confess you want to date 
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that girl. We are OK with that but for God's shake don't bring all those junk philosophies within." 

DK was not convinced with my explanation. 

"I don't want to date her, I want to be her friend" I said. 

"Fuck you !!" DK shouted. 

"Fuck you all. I am going tomorrow and that's final." I asserted. 

 

Chapter 3 

I started from hotel at around 10. Everyone was still amidst deep sleep. DK and Sanjoy 

snores like pigs. Soham's big tummy follows a simple harmonic motion pattern with his each 

breathing. I couldn't sleep much even after last night's heavy boozing. 

I reached Regent Inn just before 11 'o clock and saw her already waiting. I found her even 

more beautiful without any hint of makeup. She was simple, sober, sweet and yes, Bengali. I was 

completely taken aback knowing that she heard us talking in Bengali and deliberately came in 

front of our table. We went inside the restaurant and ordered for lunch. She was too shy to speak 

first. I asked her about various unimportant topics like Goa's weather, traffic, bus fare etc. to help 

her feeling at home. 

"Do you enjoy working here?" I looked right into her eyes.  

"How does that create any difference to you?" She answered. 

"Of course it creates, otherwise I would have not come to meet you here." 

"This is nothing new, so many people wanted to meet me before, listened to my stories, 

sympathized me, spent some nights with me, gave some money and never returned back." 

"Then why have you come again to meet me?"  
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"Because, I have to take chances. I want to get back to my village in Bengal, I want to see 

my parents and my little sister again." 

"They won't take you back" I said 

"They have no idea about what I am doing or whether I am still alive or not. They will be 

happy to see me alive. Will you help me to get out of this hell?" Her voice was shaking and 

dropping. 

"How did you come here?" 

"That's a long story, I was kidnapped when I was just 12 and playing with my sister in our 

sugarcane field in our village. Eventually, they have sold me here. I have travelled 5 big cities in 

last 4 years. I am in Goa for last 8 months. Polices here are well aware of this racket. So you can't 

expect a help from them." She was precise in her answer. 

"Then?" 

"We need to flee" 

"Flee?" 

"Yes, and that too before this afternoon. We have shows starting from 6 in the evening, so 

by any means, we need to be out of Goa before that." 

"Why are you believing me so much?" I asked. 

"Because I have nothing to lose." 

"But I have to call my friends, they are still sleeping." 

"Call them quickly" 

I called up Soham and told him to wrap up everything, check out from hotel and come to 

Panjim as soon as possible. We all met before Regent Inn around 12.30. 
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"What the hell is this? Are we the side characters of your melodramatic Romeo-Juliet 

novel? Why are you wasting our mood?" Sanjoy asked me. He was still looking like half aslept. 

"It's something serious guys." I introduced her to my friends and narrated the whole story. 

We took little time to discuss and decided the shortest root to get out of Goa. We started driving as 

fast as possible. The girl explained us possibilities of all sorts of danger which can envelope us 

anytime, but all of us were very much upto doing some real life adventure for the first time. 

After three hours of drive, we were already out of Goa and had a sense of relief when a bike 

suddenly thumped my bike coming out of the jungle beside the road. I faltered along with the girl 

on my bike. We could easily make out the riders of that bike - two of the 6 bouncers we saw 

yesterday night in the club. 

"That's Morrice and that's Steve. They won't let us go" The girl exclaimed recognizing 

them.I started to stand up when Morrice placed a fist on my face, I found myself again on the 

ground. There were no one around to help us as it was a desolate road and the sun was about to set. 

Steve started pulling the girl against her wish. Sujay came forward to prevent him when Morrice 

opened a dagger to hit him on his left hand. The road flooded with blood. We all ran towards Sujay 

as he was ailing in pain. Morrice winked us and the Steve took the girl and approached towards 

their bike. I stood helpless seeing the girl crying for her life, on the other side Sujay flooded with 

blood lying on the road.  

All happened very quickly. Sanjoy brought out a beer bottle and smashed it on Steve's 

head. Steve fell on the ground.DK and Soham took two more bottles to break them on Morrice's 

head. We saw them lying on the ground in pain and moreover with surprise. I, by that time, 

gathered some of my courage and started hitting them on their heads. DK and Soham being the 

healthiest among us did most of it leaving the rest for me and Sanjoy. We hit them until they fell 
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completely unconscious. The girl , by that time, took Sujay on her lap and started washing his 

injury with raw whisky. Carrying liquor in side bag delivers always, in some way or other. 

We started again from there shortly fearing that our bouncer friends might get back to sense 

anytime. We reached Bangalore early morning and straightway went to a nursing home to treat 

Sujay's injury. The girl was clinical in nursing the injury and dressing it up, otherwise our thin 

Sujay might have ended up with a good amount of blood loss.  

"I need to leave Bangalore by today; they must have noticed your bikes carrying Karnataka 

numbers." The girl was right in saying so. 

Sanjoy, DK and me went to station to see her off. Sanjoy gave her the bundle of cash we 

were carrying during the trip. She waved us hands as the train disappeared. 
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Patriarchy and the Silent Woman in the Indian Society 

- Arundhati Chowdhury 

You can tell the condition of a nation by looking at the status of its women. 

- Jawaharlal Nehru 

A norm that chases women throughout their life is to be silent. The value behind this norm is 

becoming an ideal woman in the society. In India an ideal woman is supposed to be silent in 

addition to the long hair, curvaceous body and wide eyes she is expected to have. Since childhood 

itself girls are asked to keep quiet by social agents including their parents and teachers. When she 

laughs loudly at home, her grandmother might turn up and scold her for doing that. When they talk 

to someone during free hours, teachers come around inquiring if talking would do any good for the 

student’s future. In that case, being a silent girl is an easy way to gain a good image in front of the 

elders. 

Being afraid of the informal and negative sanctions at school and home, girls keep as silent as they 

can, which eventually makes some of them a strong introvert. People thereafter start to see them as 

self-centered, arrogant and inept. In this fast developing world, where the gates of opportunities 

are open to extroverts, these girls ultimately find their dreams sinking within their silence. During 

a conflict, girls are often told to be quiet, saying that the more they argue, the more heated the 

conflict would become. However, it is hard to be in agreement with this norm which asks only the 

women to be silent. 

The essence of this norm superficially keeps on changing from becoming a good daughter to a 

good housewife, hiding the patriarchy it actually is. When men in the society take decisions and 

women silently follow them, the society seems to be in peace. However, it is extremely 
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disappointing that people support this norm in this age of feminism. a norm that chases women 

throughout their life is to be silent.  

During the Vedic age, more than 3,000 years ago, women were assigned a high place in society. 

They shared an equal standing with their men folk and enjoyed a kind of liberty that actually had 

societal sanctions. The ancient Hindu philosophical concept of 'shakti', the feminine principle of 

energy, was also a product of this age. This took the form of worship of the female idols or 

goddesses. Why was it then that the female sex was labeled as ―weaker‖ and males began to 

control societies? Why was such a big con perpetrated on earth and how? And the con lives on. 

For, you have to just look at the starving bodies of female models walking on stilts on Madison 

Avenue ramps to know that women are still manipulated by men. 

But I can’t stop wondering why and how matriarchy was almost entirely eradicated from our 

planet. Why patriarchy? Why did women in early societies agree to a system that was so clearly 

detrimental to their well-being? After all, they were the mothers of their sons. Why did they not 

teach their sons differently? Most sociologists reject predominantly biological explanations of 

patriarchy and contend that social and cultural conditioning is primarily responsible for 

establishing male and female gender roles.4According to standard sociological theory, patriarchy 

is the result of sociological constructions that are passed down from generation to generation. 

These constructions are most pronounced in societies with traditional cultures and less economic 

development. However, even in modern developed societies, gender messages conveyed by 

family, mass media, and other institutions largely favor males having a dominant status. 

 

Similarly, the patriarchal nature of ancient Indian society has lead to very different 

expectations for the behavior of women than that of men. Even something as early as the epic 
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tale of Ramayana, echoes these notions of sex appropriate behaviors by presenting its female 

characters with attributes that are in stark contrast to the characteristics of their male 

counterparts. The virtuous women of the story possess exaggerated feminine qualities while the 

immoral women's actions more closely resemble the behavior of the men. In either case, the 

women are subordinate and are considered possessions rather than partners. A woman was 

valued mainly for her beauty and the pleasure she can provide to her husband. Thus, the 

Ramayana could be considered as the cementing pillar to the patriarchal structure of the ancient 

Indian society and the sex-appropriate ideals that are prominent throughout the Ramayana were a 

reflection of the patriarchal values that structured ancient Indian society. 

 

In the deeply patriarchal Indian context where women are still viewed as ―bodies‖ to be designed 

and patrolled as per a man’s wishes and convenience, a woman’s body has to fit into the ―ideal‖ 

dimensions and complexion to become normal and respectable. In a context where even the 

completely ―normal‖ women—fair, beautiful, educated and working—find themselves in a fix, be 

it the domestic sphere or the workplace, in various matters such as sexual harassment, dowry and 

inferior treatment, it is indeed strenuous for the physically different women to aspire for a life 

devoid of humiliations and hardship. 

The Tamil context is more or less similar to the Afro-American situation where black or dusky 

skin is a social stigma. A dark girl is a burden and marrying her is viewed as a great sacrifice on the 

part of the groom. She is detested from birth, as her parents have to shell out a whopping dowry to 

hand her over to a magnanimous male. The embarrassment and the ensuing complications are best 

brought out in the works of prominent Tamil women writers like Sivasankari and Vaasanthi. Mass 
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media persistently construct stereotypes that reaffirm the traditional notion that to have a dark 

complexion is the consequence of the original sin or sins performed in earlier births. 

Another threatening disability that haunts Indian women is childlessness or infertility. In a nation 

that is proudly called Bharat Mata (Mother India, so fertile that she keeps begetting crores and 

crores of valiant sons and chaste daughters), women’s fertility is a crucial factor that determines 

their social status. Women who cannot bear children are not honourable and hence unfit to be 

called women. They have to tolerate the humiliation meted out to them by society and family. And 

finally they have to make the supreme sacrifice of letting their husbands have a second marriage. 

Most of them take great pains to find suitable wives for their husbands and become willing 

servants to take care of the husband’s offspring through the second wife. Their sole ambition is to 

feel proud at the continuation of the family heirloom. 

 The situation is not any different for a woman who cannot give birth to a son. In many 

communities such incapable women are divorced or sidelined by their husbands who opt for a 

second wife to produce male offspring. This is one important reason for the population explosion 

in many states of India such as Bihar, Tamil Nadu, Uttar Pradesh etc. Until a boy is born the 

woman is made to carry as many children as possible, resulting in macro families with 7 or 8 

children. Even today in many families such incapable women are driven away to their parental 

homes and replacements are hurriedly made in the mad quest for a male heir. Scared of the 

resultant social stigma that begins by branding her as Vaazhaavetti (one who has wasted her life) 

numerous women consent to female foeticide and infanticide. 

Woman must not accept; she must challenge. 

She must not be awed by that which has been built up around her; she must reverence that woman 
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in her which struggles for expression. 

 

~ Margaret Sanger ~ 

A recent article that I read said that women can change the world. ―We only need to ditch the niche 

– banish the notion that women are a peripheral audience and place them squarely in the centre, 

where they belong and engage women by speaking directly to their values and encouraging their 

active participation. With women on your side, you'll both build a community and catalyze the 

change you want to see in the world.‖ So I believe it’s time women came out of their dark cozy 

shells, blinked to the sunlight blinding their eyes and stared back at it for seconds without fear, and 

walked fearlessly, without stopping at whatever they heard or saw. Just walked and walked, till 

their dreams came true.  

 

 

Articles:  

Times of India, May 5
th

 2011: Bride perform ghurchari, tumbles male 

domination in marriage rituals 

BHIWANI: It was a historic moment for the fair sex in Haryana when a 23-year-old Monika 

Rani, a girl-next-door from Khaparwas village of Bhiwani district dared to turn a male specific 

marriage ritual on its head and rode a mare to perform ghurchari to make a round of the village in 

a procession on Wednesday.  

 

As Monika took the unprecedented step of performing ghurchari, which was so far considered only 

a ritual for grooms, she did not face any resistance and in fact hailed by entire village. Around 400 

persons including old and young who participated in the ghurchari procession described her as the 

icon of changing society.  

 

She rode the mare at around 5 pm in the evening wearing the red and blue colour sherwari and a 

headgear just like a groom does. As her procession proceeded towards a temple in the village 

where she performed pooja, children danced to the dhol tunes in front of mare while a group of 

women and men followed her singing traditional Haryanavi songs blessing the soon-to-be wed 

girl. On way during her nearly two hour procession, villagers lined up on both sides of the streets 
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and even rushed atop their houses to have a glimpse of the bride's ghurchari with her elder sister 

continuously showering rice on her from behind.  

 

While a few women offered her glassful of milk on the way which she took sitting firmly on the 

mare-back, others welcomed her by offering currency notes. Lakshmi Devi, a 55 year old woman 

remarked, "This is new generation. Things are set to be changed with the changing times and the 

time seems to have arrived now. These kinds of new initiatives will also usher in new thinking in 

people that will end the age old male domination in our society".  

 

A confident looking Monika, who opted out of studies after completing her 10+2 due to financial 

constrains, remained seated on the mare for nearly two hours weaving to girlfriends who were 

looking at her with surprise. A young girl who had gotten married recently and a friend of Monika 

maintained, "It was a bold and big decision on part of Monika. She in fact has always be a 

confident girl. Perhaps we are not bold enough to follow her but hope that her initiative would 

herald a social change and we would be able to perform the ghurchari of our daughters in the years 

to come".  

 

Monika while talking to the TOI during her march back to her home after offering pooja in the 

village temple said, "I agreed to take this symbolic step because I think that it would sent out a 

massage of women empowerment. I hope that my decision would encourage the women be 

confident in their actions as they are equal to their male counterparts." She added that there is a 

need to set such examples along with carrying out the campaign against the female foeticide and 

bias against girlchild in the society.  

 

Monika's younger brother Chatek Varma, who referred to Monika as her elder brother said, "We 

are very happy that entire village joined us in this moment when Monika has created history. We 

are overwhelmed that entire village hailed our decision and blessed my sister". Her would-be 

husband Sandeep Kumar, a computer engineer too would perform ghurchari in his native village 

Bhariwas located in the same district on Thursday just before he would leave to her house to tie the 

nuptial knot on Thursday.  

 

The Bhiwani SP Ashwin Sainvi and district red cross society secretary Shyam Sunder who had 

launched a save the girl child campaign by involving thousands of youngsters like Monika in his 

campaign also participated in the ghurchari. Monika would also take the eighth vow along with her 

groom while performing the wedding rituals on Thursday.  

 

The Hindu, April 29
th

 2011: Sex ratio, patriarchy, and ethics  

K.S. Jacob  

Patriarchal societies are part of the problem of altered sex ratios, female infanticide and foeticide. 

This needs to be acknowledged and changed.  

India's sex ratio, among children aged 0-6 years, is alarming. The ratio has declined from 976 

females (for every 1000 males) in 1961 to 914 in 2011. Every national census has documented a 
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decline in the ratio, signalling a ubiquitous trend. Preliminary data from the 2011 census have 

recorded many districts with sex ratios of less than 850. The ratio in urban areas is significantly 

lower than those in rural parts of the country. Reports suggest evidence of violence and trafficking 

of poor women and forced polyandry in some regions with markedly skewed ratios. The overall 

steep and consistent decline in the ratio mandates serious review. 

Sex selection and technology : Medical technology (like amniocentesis and ultrasonography), 

employed in the prenatal period to diagnose genetic abnormalities, are being misused in India for 

detecting the sex of the unborn child and subsequently for sex-selection. Female foetuses, thus 

identified, are aborted. 

A large, nationally representative investigation of married women living in 1.1 million households 

documented markedly reduced sex ratios of 759 and 719 for second and third births when the 

preceding children were girls. By contrast, sex ratios for second or third births, if one or both of the 

previous children were boys, were 1102 and 1176 respectively. A systematic study in Haryana 

documented the inverse relationship between the number of ultrasound machines in an area and 

the decline in sex ratios. Studies have also documented correlations of low sex ratios at birth with 

higher education, social class and economic status. Many studies have concluded that prenatal sex 

determination, followed by abortion of female foetuses, is the most plausible explanation for the 

low sex ratio at birth in India. 

The steady decline in the sex ratio suggests that marked improvements in the economy and literacy 

rates do not seem to have had any impact on this index. In fact, the availability of new technology 

and its easy access for the urban, wealthy and the educated have worsened the trend and harmed 

the status of women in Indian society. 

Sex selection and statutes : A prolonged campaign by women's groups and civil society 

organisations all over the country, in the wake of the skewed child sex ratio in the 1991 census, led 

to the enactment of the Pre-Natal Diagnostic Techniques Act in 1994. However, this statute was 

not effectively implemented, leading to further skewing of the sex ratios as recorded in the 2001 

census. Social and financial pressures for smaller families intensified the misuse of such 

technologies to ensure the birth of sons. Such misuse cut across barriers of caste, class, religion 

and geography. The Act was amended in 2003, to include the more recent pre-conception sex 

selection techniques within its ambit, with the aim of tightening regulation to provide more teeth to 

the law to prevent the practice. It mandated the regulation of sale of technology, the registration of 

diagnostic centres, the monitoring of medical personnel, procedures and protocols. It has 

procedures for complaints and appeals and regulation by local authorities. 

And yet, the problems of implementation are ubiquitous. Violations go unpunished with very few 

cases being booked and a zero conviction rate. The collusion between people, the medical 

fraternity and the administration has resulted in the worsening of the sex ratio and failure of the 

Act to make a difference. 

Patriarchy and prejudice: The social system of patriarchy, with males as the primary authority 

figures, is central to the organisation of much of Indian society. The system upholds the 

institutions of male rule and privilege and mandates female subordination. Patriarchy manifests 
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itself in social, religious, legal, political and economic organisation of society. It continues to 

strongly influence Indian society, despite the Constitution's attempt to bring about an egalitarian 

social order. 

Patriarchal societies in most parts of India have translated their prejudice and bigotry into a 

compulsive preference for boys and discrimination against the girl child. They have also spawned 

practices such as female infanticide, dowry, bride-burning and sati. They have led to the neglect of 

nutrition, health care, education, and employment for girls. Women's work is also socially 

devalued with limited autonomy in decision-making. The intersections of caste, class and gender 

worsen the situation. Despite its social construction, patriarchal culture, reinforced by the major 

religions in the country, maintains its stranglehold on gender inequality. The prevalent patriarchal 

framework places an ideological bar on the discussion of alternative approaches to achieve gender 

justice. 

 

Infosys woman employee attacked with blade 

NDTV News: April 25, 2011 10:54 IST  

 

Pune:  A 24-year-old woman working with Infosys was attacked with a blade in Pune on Sunday, 

allegedly by an out-of-job IT engineer with whom the police said the victim might have refused to 

have a relationship. The police said the techie attempted suicide by slashing his wrist after the 

attack on the woman, a childhood friend of his.The incident took place around 6.30 pm outside the 

Sushila hostel in Sadashiv Peth where the victim, Niharika Prasad (24), lived. Her attacker was 

identified as Amitkumar Sharma (24), who was staying at a lodge on Karve Road. 

 

The police said Prasad and Sharma, who both hailed from Patna, were admitted to hospital and out 

of danger."Both are out of danger and their statements will be recorded soon," said Assistant 

Police Inspector Balasaheb Kale from Dattawadi police station. "Prasad has been living in Pune 

since 2005. She began working with Infosys in the accounts department after completing her 

ICWA course. Sharma had completed his engineering from Nagpur and had done an IT course 

from Seed Infotech." 
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The officer said Prasad had been living in the hostel for two years, and Sharma used to drop her 

there many times. "Sharma arrived in an autorickshaw outside the Sushila hostel on Sunday 

evening, around 6.15 pm. Prasad was about to leave for Hyderabad for a company training session 

when he called her outside," said Kale. "He offered to drop her to the station, but she refused. He 

might also have requested for a relationship, which was also turned down by Prasad, which 

angered him and he attacked her with a blade, the kind that is often used to cut thermocol." 

 

Prasad was severely injured in the attack and received injuries on her hand and neck, while Sharma 

injured his hand. Prasad was admitted to the Bhave hospital near Neelayam theatre, while Sharma 

underwent an operation at the Poona Hospital on Lal Bahadur Shastri Road. 

Sunil Pandey, the watchman deployed at the hostel gate, rushed to the crime spot when he heard 

screams of some girls who had seen Sharma attack Prasad. He said some nearby residents took 

Prasad to hospital in a car, while Sharma was taken to hospital on a motorbike. 
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The Tiebreaker 
 

~a story by Sandip Sar 

 

Chapter 1 
 

"Where is my garland?" 

"Oops! I completely forgot Aassera...I owe you one bigger and better tomorrow, I 

promise...one of kind you have never seen before...of all rare and foreign flowers with the 

charming fragrance like yours." 

"Tomorrow is my birthday...you promise me a gift" the sweet little girl gave a peck on the 

cheek of David. 

"OK, I promise my sweet little friend..you know, I love you..but I have to rush now for 

what I hate the most...I am getting late to my office" said David. David, an upright soldier from 

America who was sent to Rustamiya, a small district in Iraq eight months back along with 10,000 

other soldiers to join the Guard and Reserve forces deployed in Iraq. Since then life has completely 

changed for David. To be honest David does not hate this dingy place as much as 

his colleagues do. Somehow, he can connect to this land. Yes, his mother was from Iraq which 

might be the reason..as if he is back to his motherland but all for wrong reasons. Sometimes, he 

feels sad to see his own countries in war...anyway, who cares...he is here for his duty and only for 

his duty...there are lots of other things he needs to take care than digging inside these political 

scums...he needs to get back home early...write his diary...complete the next Sidney Sheldon novel 

at earliest...and of course, he needs to get Aassera one grand garland and the gift he had promised 

for her..tomorrow is her birthday...he must not forget it. 

Sometimes, David gets thoughtful inside himself...why does he like this little girl so 

much...does she remind him of his little sister he lost in his very childhood?...he knows nothing but 

her name...everyday he could see this cute little girl on the verandah of their road side apartment 

waving her hand to him with the innocent smile. Oneday, David stopped by the house and 

introduced himself to her...and since then they are friends...it's simple..then why does 

he feel so much connected to this little Iraqi girl...he is in Iraq to war against them and one little 

Iraqi baby girl is his best friend...this is really the grand game of destiny!!! 
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Next day morning, David, on the way to his office, met Aassera with a dandy garland and a 

cute barbie doll and wished her happy birthday. Aassera jumped with joy into his lap and said "I 

shall also give you my best birthday gift." 

 

Chapter 2 

 

Next day, newspaper headline read "Three young U.S military officers have been abducted 

when Iraqi insurgents attacked a military outpost in Rustamiya, Iraq killing four other US soldiers 

and an Iraqi aide". 

David and two of his colleagues were gagged, blindfolded and made kneel down on the 

floor in a secret party office of a local rebel association with the leaders jeering at them all round. 

"So, do you feel you have done enough justification to your education and potentials bowing to 

your country's stupid decision of thwarting other country's peace ?" David heard one firm voice. 

Nothing to answer...they were gagged. 

"Do you think you have solved all the problems of your own country? What the hell did 

your country ever contribute to history besides this furnished homicides?" another leader went 

sarcastic "Your president thinks himself as the saviour of the world...right? So gentlemen...please 

let's see him saving his own countrymen here." All the leaders burst into laughter. 

"OK..your president is too impotent to save you...but we can save you...even my 

four years old daughter can save you...she will choose anyone of you who will be shot between 

eyes tonight, other two will be freed for a second chance" the leader kept on continuing "Aassera 

had her birthday yesterday...so it will be a good birthday bash for her as well..let me call assera." 

"Aassera...you meet these three uncles...all of them are having their birthday today...so we 

all will celebrate their birthday playing a game here...you choose anyone of them and give your 

birthday gift to him...he will be the winner of this game !!" 

"Why are they getting punished father?" Aassera asked. 

"They are not punished , they are playing the game." 

"OK...then let me get the birthday gift!! It's in my room." 

Aassera came with the barbie doll in her hand, handed it over to David, gave him a peck 

and said "Why didn't you tell me today is your birthday? I promised you to give my best gift to you 

!!" 
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Aassera kept her words. 

Chapter 3 

Next day newspaper headlines read "Promising young military officer David Keans 

was brutally killed in Rustamiya." 
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The lost Winner 

~a story by Subhasree Mitra 

Chapter 1 

Nisha was very busy in scheduling meetings, two should be in the afternoon time as it’s the 

days’ beginning in US and another one is yet to decide.  

―I will fix it at 6 today‖, she said as she found she needs to complete the reports by today. 

―This is not the end. Client has made a change request but never wants to provide sufficient 

time‖. She nodded. 

―Nisha!‖, she heard a trembling voice. She said to come, but could not get time to stare at 

the person already entered. 

―I want a leave on next Friday.‖ 

Now she frowned and saw her new team mate Smita standing. ―Have you been mad?‖ 

Smita did not understand why she should be mad in asking for a day’s leave. But she 

remained silent. 

―No, it is not possible‖, Nisha shouted. 

―OK, what can be done if it is not possible at all. I won’t take leave in this scenario.‖ Smita 

tended to turn. 

―Listen, by the way, for what purpose you want the leave? Is it very crucial? Do you want it 

badly?‖ 

―No, I just planned for a three days’ trip to Puri with my husband. That is why.‖ 

―I just do not understand that being a grown up lady, how come you people just plan! You 

do not have any commitment to work. You are always planning to leave early and today you just 

planned for a leave! Idiotic!‖ 
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Smita got really stunned. She paused for a while and then told, ‖I already mentioned that I 

won’t ask for a leave more. You asked me the reason, I told so. I do not get the point why you are 

getting so annoyed.‖ 

―You know what Smita that you are very rude.‖ 

Smita thought to answer again but she didn’t, she went calmly. She had always found 

Nisha misbehaves with her though she does not know the reason behind. She is sincere and 

devoted. 

―Anyway, let it go.‖, she shrugged.  

―Try to understand that I have not got the leave and I cannot pledge, you know. She told it 

is impossible, now I cannot say please to her.‖ Smita is trying to make her husband D cool down 

now. They were planning the trip for two weeks. A lots of thinking every night, what to wear, how 

to enjoy, all have gone in vain. She understands that D is upset, in fact, she is too. But she really 

cannot help. 

She opens her mailbox. She finds her assigned task from Nisha, the entire responsibility is 

on her, though Client has clearly mentioned to divide among her and Nisha. She again goes to 

Nisha to say time given is really very short and she cannot complete. While she returned to her 

seat, she was crying. 

 

Chapter 2 

 

Two days passed. Smita was fighting with her work. Whenever she was having doubts, 

none was there to help out. Nisha was scolding tremendously every time, she was helpless. 

She goes to balcony to talk to her husband. Just then she opens her mouth to say something 

really bad about Nisha, Nisha comes and shouts, ‖What are you doing here? I dropped a mail to 

you a long time back, still no reply from your side. Are you paid here for work or talking over 

phone?‖ 
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Smita hastily disconnected the phone and ran towards her seat. She finds an escalation mail 

to her project leader that she is not working properly. She could not resist and started crying. 

―I really work properly, you see.‖ Smita says to the PL as he summoned her getting the 

mail. 

―OK, you have been given one more chance. Go and work well. Don’t waste your time.‖ 

Trying to hard to keep her tears in, Smita starts working.  

―I tried to call you, but your phone is switched off. Why is it so?‖ In the evening Nisha goes 

to Smita. Smita gets really afraid, she explains, ―my husband has called me about six times. But I 

did not have time to talk. Finally I made her phone switched off.‖ 

―Good, at last you are learning how to behave in office. Teach your husband too.‖ Nisha 

answered. 

Friday afternoon is over. Delivery is done. Nisha is very much busy today. After meeting, 

calls and a bunch of slangs from Nisha, Smita was cleaning up things. 

―Are you leaving early today?‖ 

―Yes, delivery is done. I came very early too.‖ 

―OK, but there is a small work to do. Please come. Are you going to somewhere today?‖ 

―Yes, that we could not go to the trip, so today we are going to see a movie.‖ 

―Oh really? It’s good. But come for a while. When is the show timing?‖ 

―From 7.‖ 

―OK, then you have some buffer time.‖ 

Nisha gave Smita loads of work, to make all the internal reports and the design documents 

for future use. She gave a smile and told, ‖Complete your work before 7 so that you don’t miss 

movie show.‖ 
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Smita was doing as fast as she could but gradually she found reports are too complicated 

and to make a design document of a whole project by her own is really very difficult, if not 

impossible. 

Meanwhile D called Smita, he rebuked her, he promised never to go to anywhere with her. 

She listened to all and calmly did her work. Finally at 10 O’ Clock, Nisha told Smita, ‖My dear 

lady, I don’t think you can complete your work ever, you can leave, please.‖ Nisha was very 

happy. She was in a jovial attitude like she had got victory in a race. 

―It is too late, you cannot come alone. I am coming.‖ D came in front of her office. While 

they were running behind shuttle taxies, they found Nisha going sitting in her car. Being afraid, 

Smita left D’s hand which she held. 

Nisha came back home at last. Her attendant came, he served her coffee. She relished it. 

Then she went to her room. Being surprised, she called her husband, ―Where are you? Have not 

you returned yet?‖ 

―Oh no! I am leaving today for some official cause. I came home. I took my luggage. I 

called you too. You did not pick up. May be, you were busy.‖ 

―Yes, I was busy. Where are you going? When will you return?‖ 

―To Finland, dear. I will be back within six months. Take care, dear. Hey, Nandita, we are 

getting late. Please be fast...Nisha you please don’t mind…I have to rush now..bye.‖ 

―Listen. Who else is going with you? Nandita, means your bogus team partner? You know, 

she likes you. Why do you take her with you every time??‖ 

―Ah! Stop it Nisha, I really don’t have time to listen to these nonsense now…and you know 

what she is the best lady to be in a trip with. Bye. Take care.‖ 
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Chapter 3 

For some one hour, Nisha remained seated like she does not have anything to do. She forgot to 

make tomorrow’s plan. She forgot to check her mailbox. Then she went to take a bath. She opened 

the shower. Water, flowing over her face, got mixed up with her tears. She understood she had lost. 
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 The Winner 

~a story by Sandipan 

Chapter 1 

"This is ridiculous, you are in the industry now for more than 5 years and I still need to boss 

you so much on every bit. This is unfortunate. See here is the need of true education. I really doubt 

whether we will be able to manage with this full house of folly graduates. Graduation is no 

education. It only gives you the right to start your higher education,I mean the real education." 

Anand hold his nerves to keep himself quiet and listen to all these words from Mr. Renault, his 

project lead. 

"This is not fair Mr. Renault. Is there really a reason to fuss so much on this?" Anand 

argued. 

"See this is the difference between you and me. I understand this is not your fault. But my 

friend, this is too heavy for a graduate to manage."Renault placed a fist on the discussion table. 

"Mr. Renault...it's not about degree I guess....it's about the experience" 

"Age doesn't matter my pal...it's expertise which deepens with your knowledge" 

"Why are you after my degree leaving everything else? Do you want me to resign?" 

"You are the best judge, but I doubt you understood anything" 

"You are insulting me Renault" 

"It's not me , it's your project lead who is sensitizing you" 

 

Chapter 2 

Anand left office with a baffled mind and started to drive home back.He was honored full 
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of buckets last week only when he completed his 5 years in this company and today his project lead 

is after him for no reason.Anand was sinking in umpteen un-directional thoughts when his car 

halted at a red signal. His phone beeped. It was Abeli. 

"Hello!" 

"Hey Anand, have you started from office? Where are you now?" 

"I'm on the way, will reach in half an hour" 

"OK dear! Don't forget the sweet cake, otherwise there will be no dinner for you today". 

"OK, I shall take dozen for you" 

"Ummm...I love you!!!" 

 "Me too...it's a green signal...I need to start...bye" Anand hung up. 

This was really a whiff of fresh air coming inside his suffocated mind. Abeli has a natural 

charm which attracted him at the very first sight.Now, even after three years of their marriage 

Abeli hasn't changed the slightest. Her childish knack towards sweet cake really amuses Anand the 

most. It's a very easy handling for Anand after any family brawl to appease her...only a packet of 

sweet cake brings back the smile on her face...Anand sometimes feels gratitude to these sweet cake 

makers as they have unknowingly helped them a lot to stay as a happy couple ever since. 

Anand stopped in front of the sweet-shop and bagged plenty of sweet cakes for keeping 

Abeli happy for this week.  

"I have made my mind, I'll study further...how come they don't even give minimum respect 

to a 5 years experienced engineer just for being B.Tech graduate? Is it that too easy to get? I have 

sucked up my two years completely to clear the entrance test and they behave like as if you are 
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illiterate...now I understand, it's only the chair which matters...Abeli, indeed I need to study and 

study a lot....not for the sake of another degree but to be in a position to boss that bloody Renault 

one day....that's my dream....and I know, I will achieve it one day." 

This followed few events like Anand's resignation, relentless preparation,cracking GRE in 

the first attempt, studying abroad for 6 years to get the degree, coming back home, joining old 

company and today....again Anand is in a closed door meeting with Mr. Renault in a review 

session. Things are a bit twisted this time. Anand is to review the presentation made by Renault, 

his one of the subordinates in the team. 

"Age doesn't matter Mr Renault...it's expertise which deepens with your knowledge" 

mockery in Anand's voice was very apparent. "Anyway,I must be thankful enough to you for your 

precious advices which have really turned the things around for me,in fact, for you as well. We 

have swapped our chairs in 6 years, right?" 

Renault had no option but to listen to Anand,his manager. 

Anand was waiting for this day. He is more than satisfied today. He has bought these 

moments with the price of his perseverance, sacrifice and hard work. He is a proud man today, 

happier more. Anand was remembering that dreadful day bits and pieces on his way back home. In 

fact, he has thought of it every moment in his last 6 years which kept alive his zeal.Today is the day 

of celebration and who more than Abeli will be happier today knowing his accomplishment? 

Anand stopped before the sweet cake shop and ordered for couple of jumbo boxes full of varieties 

of sweet cakes. He mentioned to wrap the boxes with gift wrappers. 

"After a long time Sir? Where have you been these days?" the shopper acknowledged their 

old and probably the most frequent customer. 
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"I was abroad for last 6 years, have returned recently." Anand smiled back to him. The door 

bell rang. Abeli was very much familiar with Anand's footstep song. Abeli opened the door and 

Anand hugged her tight. 

"Today I feel like the king of world" Anand was actually flowing with his emotions. 

"Abeli, I have done it. Today proved to be the most coveted day in my life, I have answered 

the insult of that scoundrel." Abeli was smiling with her eyes "OK Mr....I hereby declare the 

winner of the six years marathon tussle is none other than Mr. Anand Mishra, my sweet 

hubby.Now go, bath and sit for the dinner. What's there in the box?" 

"It's Surprise....Guess what !!!" 

"I don't know" 

Abeli tore the wrappers and opened the box.She stared at the box without any expression 

for a minute, slowly looked up and smiled at Anand. 

"Wait, I am coming !" Abeli took the boxes with her to the kitchen.She came back with a 

plate in her hand with couple of sweet cakes on it and handed it over to Anand. 

"Hey, is this the first time you are offering sweet cake to someone else than eating it first? 

I though, you love sweet cakes more than me" Anand picked one sweet cake and offered it to 

Abeli. 

"I shall eat later, you have it now" Abeli couldn't resist her eyes from getting wet. 

"Hey, what's wrong? Are you not happy? I know, it is my success, it is my achievement but 

the celebration is ours. Isn't it? Haven't you not looked at me for the last 6 years? Haven't you seen 

the amount of effort I have put to see this day?"  
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"I am a diabetes patient for last 3 years and I don't touch any kind of sweet now. Even I  

take my tea sugar free." 
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PAY OFF 
~a story by Subha 

 

Chapter 1 

"You will make it to national team oneday...believe me" Sonia kept going with her one hand over 

Ronit's palm..."When I saw you for the first time playing for your college, I knew it that day only." 

"I feel flattered Sony...but seriously, you have changed me...Since my first day with you, I have 

changed ....and changed a lot...you mean so much to me Sony" Ronit had a real adoring voice. 

It was a pleasant evening in a midtown coffee shop brimming with couples. This is the place where 

Ronit knelt down before Sonia exactly a month ago seeking her hand..."May I have the privilege to 

be the permanent driver of your car?" Sonia grinned...."You are a full mad Rony". 

Ronit is an astounding allrounder not only in the game of cricket, but in every means. He 

never bunks a class, doesn't go to pubs, never gets into any odds. Ronit's friends call Sonia to be 

Ronit's only Achilles heel. Ronit gave a damn to it, he knew they were jealous. Today, they have 

decided to choose the same table where they were seated a month back. "This table brought me the 

costliest sapphire on earth"...Rony pressed Sonia's hand tightly. 

"When is your next match? I would like to go to cheer you up" Sonia asked. 

"Today we are having the quarter final. I have withheld my name. Otherwise, I would have 

missed this beautiful evening spending with the most beautiful girl in the world." Ronit felt a sense 

of satisfaction. 

"But...it was quarter final, dear ! They will surely miss you Rony." Sonia sounded 

concerned. 

"Nah Sony, don't worry. Our team is good enough to get past these minnows without me. 

It's not at all a deal. I told you dear, you come first , then everything else and ofcourse a cakewalk 

cricket match." Ronit's voice was full of emotion. 

"May I have your order please SIR ??" Waiter was standing just behind their table. None of 

Sonia and Ronit had any mood to lend ear to it...they were loooking at each other's eyes. "Excuse 

me Sir !! May I get a chance to serve you anything? Other people are waiting outside." It was 

embarrassing. 

"What did you say?" Ronit frowned at him. 
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The waiter cleared his throat and answered "Sir, I was only asking for orders. You are 

sitting here for a while, so I thought..." 

"So you thought you will get us out of here? What do you think who you are? Be sure I 

shall teach you a lesson today"....Ronit got hurt on his ego and that too before Sonia. 

"Sir, please try to understand, I never had any intention to ..." the waiter had something to 

say which was stopped by Sonia..."How dare you preach us? Are you really aware of which slum 

do you hail from?" 

This was enough to multiply Ronit's wrath, he made it a point to show his heroics before 

Sonia. 

"Please call your manager, I have to talk to him"...Ronit straight way made a move to the 

counter where the manager was seated without waiting for any further words from the hapless 

waiter. He had a long loud chat with the manager. Ultimately, he was given with a feedback form 

which Sonia filled up. 

At night, Ronit was trying hard to sleep, his mind was ruffled with the day's incidence.But 

he was sure, Sonia liked his heroics. That only matters !!! 

 

Chapter 2 

 

"Hi Rony, how are you? Can we meet today evening?" It was after one month Ronit got a 

call from Sonia . Ronit was fumbling in excitement "Sony....where have you been for so long? You 

know, I tried calling you thousand times a day, you never picked them up...I really care for 

you..Don't you know that Sony? Are you alright? " 

"Yes Rony, don't worry, I am fine. Are we meeting today evening?" 

"Absolutely!!" 

"Fine then. Sharp 5.30 at our same coffee shop. Don't get late Rony " 

"See you Sony". 

"See you Rony". 

Rony took really long time to get dressed up with the best clothes in his stock. He was 

looking handsome as always. Girls in his college died for him, but he was always after Sonia. She 

was his love. Roni headed for the meeting well ahead of time and stopped before a bouquet 

shop. 
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'Red roses make a date perfect'..Ronit thought and picked a fresh bouquet "How much does 

it take?" Ronit was taken aback. This was the same waiter guy sitting in the bouquet shop. 

"What the hell are you doing here?" Ronit got suddenly tempted. 

"I lost my job that day, now I work for this shop. They pay me half, but the manager is a 

very good person." the guy looked indifferently to Ronit. 

"Don't blame others. You paid off for what you did"...Ronit told him. 

He stepped in the cafe with the bouque. Sonia has already come. They took 

the the same table. 

"I have so many things to tell you Rony" Sony was excited. 

"So I have" Ronit grinned and gave the bouquet to Sonia. 

"Ladies first!!" Ronit was so happy to see his Sonia so ecstatic. 

"OK Sony...your turn.But first tell me where did you elope suddenly and what was the 

matter with your cellphone? " 

"I was abroad...I mean, we were abroad...everything happened very quickly,dad had a 

business contract to sign in Texas, so we all went there. Now, we are going to settle there 

permanently. We are leaving tonight Rony." 

"What? You are leaving tonight?" 

"Yup" 

"So, this is not done Sony. Have you ever consulted with me before you leap for such a big 

decision?" 

"Consult what?" 

"You will be there in Texas forever, I am here? What will happen to us? " 

"Don't talk like a loser Rony !! " 

"Loser? I was not a loser....You made me a loser Sony!! Do you really care for me? You 

know, that day our team lost the quarter final...and they decided to drop me out for the next season 

for not playing the match with such short notice...What would happen to me now? I sacrifised my 

carrier for you Sony and you are leaving just like that..." 

"Don't blame others!! You paid off for what you did. Bye !!" Sonia left. 

Ronit was still seated in the table for another half an hour...only the last words of Sonia 

were whirling in his mind ..."Don't blame others!! You paid off for what you did". 

Slowly , he stepped out of the shop with a blank mind and stopped in front of 
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the bouquet shop.That same guy asked "Do you want anything Sir?" 

Ronit answered "I am Sorry .― 
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Money Hai to Honey Hai 
 

- Sudipto Das  (Dec, 2010) 

 
The fact that I'm a great fan of Govinda has nothing to do with this. I just plagiarized the title of his 

movie. Yes, it's true that for a country like India where close to 90% (that's 90 crore) of her 

population thrives on less than $2/day and close to 45% (45 crore) on less than $1/day, nothing else 

than money can be sweeter than honey. 

 

Putting it in different words, nearly 180 million households live on an income of less than $10/day 

and 100 million on less than $5/day. Just for a bitter comparison, even a single Gold Class ticket at 

PVR is more than what 90% of Indian households don't have at their disposal on any day of the 

year. Well, 500 bucks is not a small amount when a wholesome vada pao costs less than 10 bucks 

in Bombay. But there's lot more than just the two meals in a day for an entire family to survive, 

especially when the head of the family has to pay for the education and healthcare of his/her family 

from his/her own pocket because our government spends peanuts for both of these necessities. So 

how do we go about it? Well, there are more intelligent people than me to come up with novel 

plans to solve these problems. A lesser mortal like me can see the gross things in lives and here is 

what I see. 

 

It's nothing new that corruption at the highest level is so rampant in India that we've learnt to 

say chalta hai and ignore. But even the most complacent citizen has waken up from his slumber in 

the recent past with the spate of news that has snatched even the little spaces alloted to the Spice 

Girls and Pamela Andersons and Sarkozies. It's long since I've last heard of the latest dimensions 

of Pammi's breasts because my favorite Times of India doesn't have any space to write about it 

http://sudiptounplugged.blogspot.com/2010/12/money-hai-to-honey-hai.html
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now-a-days - every micro inch of the paper now is filled with scams. So finally I thought enough is 

enough, let me find out what all these are about. And here is what I could figure out. 

 

 

Let me explain it to you too - you may find it interesting in the absence of Pam's boobs!! These are 

perhaps the biggest scams in India. I've just put them together and presented the numbers in a 

standardized manner in terms of 2010 USD - this makes the figures comparable. Also I've added 

the GDP for each of the years of scam so that I get the perspective of how big or small a scam is. Of 

the top scams of all time two are private - Harsha Mehta's Stock Market scam and Satyam scam. 

Other than these all the other are done by the ruling governments - three are exclusively done by 

Congress and another three are group activities where Congress is one of the players. I'd have 

loved to include the names of other parties but Congress has left no stone unturned - like they have 

ripped me off my regular Pam-dose in Times of India. Well, along with the scams I've added two 

government expenditures - on health and education - which I feel are the foundations of India's 

growth. No doubt our politicians have improved a lot over the year. I really feel sorry for Rajiv and 

his company - they plundered just a paltry sum which amounts today to $75 million. Silly fellow. 

His successors have plundered $38 billion in just one of the scams this year. Bollywood is just 

http://lh4.ggpht.com/_UXv4UeaV8jg/TQeYrQDboJI/AAAAAAAAGcQ/NIQ3qVvf8Cc/New Picture.jpg
http://lh4.ggpht.com/_UXv4UeaV8jg/TQeYrQDboJI/AAAAAAAAGcQ/NIQ3qVvf8Cc/New Picture.jpg
http://lh4.ggpht.com/_UXv4UeaV8jg/TQeYrQDboJI/AAAAAAAAGcQ/NIQ3qVvf8Cc/New Picture.jpg
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awesome - they have come up with the jhatkas and matkas of Munni and Sheila when our another 

set of Mannu and Shiela are rocking somewhere else!! 

 

Anyway, let's see the same figures in the form of a chart - this shows the value of the top scams as 

percentage of GDP in the year of the scam. 

 

 

As you can see the enormity of 2G scam is same as the amount that our government has been 

spending on education - or rather should I rephrase that it's as small as the amount our government 

spends for educating our countrymen? The value of Telgi and CWG scams could have sponsored 

government's spending on healthcare for almost two years. 

 

Let me put some more numbers. The 2G scam amounts to $38 billion. Now consider this. There 

are 180 million (18 crore) households who thrive on less than $10/day. I'm sure that they are not in 

a position to spend good amount of money for proper healthcare. With the dismal performance of 

http://lh3.ggpht.com/_UXv4UeaV8jg/TQeYrTX2FOI/AAAAAAAAGcM/20NI5h_JQbE/s640/New Picture (1).png
http://lh3.ggpht.com/_UXv4UeaV8jg/TQeYrTX2FOI/AAAAAAAAGcM/20NI5h_JQbE/s640/New Picture (1).png
http://lh3.ggpht.com/_UXv4UeaV8jg/TQeYrTX2FOI/AAAAAAAAGcM/20NI5h_JQbE/s640/New Picture (1).png
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the government health centers most of them have to go to private hospitals. Even it pinches me 

when I've to go to private hospitals - but I don't mind because I've medical insurance. I'm sure that 

with a 2K premium per year each of these families can be provided a decent medical insurance that 

will take care of most of their medical needs. If the government spends 2K per household for a 

complete term - that's five years - then also the amount (180 million * 2000 * 5 / 46) is less than 

$38 billion. So this means that if the 2G spectrum was allotted rightfully then the government 

would have had the money to provide free medical insurance to each of these 180 million 

households in India for five years. 

 

Now consider this. Even if government spends Rs20L each on constructing a small school and 

hospital in all the 6.5L villages in India, then the total amount comes to about $56 billion - with 

$38 billion 70% of the villages could have been covered. 

 

So you yourself can see how much honey our own folks are being deprived of because Munna and 

Shiela are just mum!! 

 

I know that Dr. Manmohan Singh or Shiela Dikshit may not be directly involved in the 2G and 

CWG scams. But it's unbelievable that they didn't know a bit when their guys were plundering. No 

one praises Bhishma Pitamah because he was silent when Draupadi was stripped. No one cares for 

whether Bhishma supported it from his heart or not. We all know that he kept quiet like an 

impotent and we don't have the slightest sympathy for him when he lay on the bed of thorns. Here 

even that bed of thorns is also missing!! 
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             ফ্ল্যা ফযাও  

                ~ a poem by Sandip Sar 

বফটা ফঙয ায য়ে এবকয়ে এরাভ আচ 

বপয়য শেঔায চনয শতা নে, 

ওাফয ওযায তাবকয়ে নে, 

ভন য়েয়ঙ াচয়ত য়ফ এফায শয়লয াচ । 

 

ভয়ন য়ে বেখীয ধায়য য়ে শনয়ভ এয়রা, 

অস্তযায়কয আফঙা আয়রাে েচুন বভয়র বায়রা, 

এও ৃবথফী শরঔায আায  

স্বপ্ন কোয বারফাাে 

ঘরায য়থ অে য়ে শেৌোয়না ায র , 

বারফাা ওঔন ঠাৎ অবযা য়ে শকর । 

 

বারফাায যগীন ঔায়ভ ক্লান্ত ধুয়রায শযঔা 

েচুন বভয়র চীফন চয়ুে এওরা ফাাঁঘয়ত শঔা। 

চীফনুয়যয থ বুয়রবঙ 

ওারয়ফরায এই কান ধয়যবঙ 

চীফন ভায়ন বভয়থয যয়গ যবগন স্বপ্ন আাঁওা, 

ঘরা শুরুয বেখীয  ধায়য আচয়ও আবভ এওা ।। 
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         ওবফতা 

           ~ a poem by Dr. Souvik Das Gupta 

 

এও : 

 

আবভ বও ওবফতা বরবঔ? 

এই ওয়েওবেন শফ ওয়েওবেন  

নাঘয়ঙ অবিয অন্তয়য । 

 

ওায়েয ওবফ ফয়র ? 

 

শ ংজ্ঞা শরঔা শনই শওাথা ; 

শরঔা আয়ঙ উচান চয়র । 

আাঁওা থায়ও েয়ূযয ফরাওাে 

অথফা বফযয়য াাওায়য । 

 

বকফান শ শঘাঔ শেে বন আভাে । 

 

তফু প্রবতবেন খয়য বপয়য 

অফাধয ওরভ ঙবেয়ে শেে 

বও ফ ঙাই বস্ম – ওাকয়চয াতাে । 

 

শরাভ াত , অফগাঘীন শুত্ব 
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বনয়ে শবয় থাবও অনুক্ষণ 

অশ্রু – ফীমগ – যয়েয াকয়য । 

 

আয অচায়ন্ত অথগীন য়েয াবয 

উয়ঘ য়ে ফাস্তয়ফয য়থ । 

তাযা বভবঙর ওয়য ঘয়র 

আভায শঘতনায ফনফীবথয়য । 

 

আবভ তায়েয আাঁওয়ে ধবয, 

আয অনযভনস্ক বায়ফ 

াচাই শনাটফুয়ওয ফুয়ও । 

 

এয়ও ওবফতা ফয়র বও ? 

 

েত নে , 

অথফা য়ত ায়য । 

 

আভায চানা শনই , 

অফয - 

ফুছয়ত ঘাইবন ওঔন  , 

 

শুধু, এই টুকু ভাবন – 

’ গুয়রা আভায যয় 
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ওল্পনায কবগ চাত 

অনাভী ন্তান ।। 

 

 

েইু : 

 

ওবফতায ডায়ও 

খুভ বায়গ ওায়র । 

ফাথরুভ শপযত ফাযান্দাে শেবঔ 

েয়ুটা ওা, েয়ুটা শটাস্ট – 

আভায আয ওবফতায । 

 

ফাবে শথয়ও শফবেয়ে , 

স্টযায়ে োাঁবেয়ে কল্পগুচফ , 

বটিবয শল বয়ট 

আভযা েচুন – 

আবভ আয ওবফতা ।  

 

ওয়রয়চয ক্লায় ঘুঘা – 

আবভ শঘয়ে থাবও  

ওবফতায বেয়ও, 

ওবফতায নীর শঘাঔ 

আভায ভুয়ঔ । 
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তাযয , 

ওযাবিয়ন চবভয়ে আড্ডা , 

অথফা ব আই টি শযায়ডয 

ং ওং যাই , ে’ুশেট – 

আভায আয ওবফতায । 

 

কযারাবয, নন্দয়ন , বথয়েটায়য 

এও ায়থ এয় ফব , 

বুট্টা বাচা, বঘ ায়ত 

এয়ওফায়য াাাব । 

 

ফাবে বপয়য োয শটবফয়র 

আফায ভুয়ঔাভবুঔ , 

এওায়থ ো , 

ভায়েয শঘায়ঔ পাাঁবও বেয়ে 

রুয়ওাঘুবয শঔরা । 

 

ঙায়েয আরয়য়ত , 

ঔাফায শয়ল শযাচ , 

আবভ আয ওবফতা , 

নয়ে েয়ুটা শঠাাঁট । 
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যায়ত শাফায খয়য 

আবভ আয ওবফতা, 

শচয়ক শচয়ক তাযাগুবর 

আবভ আয ওবফতা । 

 

বতযই, 

আভাে ঔুফ বায়রাফায় ওবফতা ।। 

 

 

বতন : 

 

মঔন তঔন , অবপয় ক্লায়ফ 

না চাবনয়েই আভায ওায়ঙ  

শ ঠাৎ ঘয়র আয় । 

 

ফুয়ওয াভয়ন োাঁবেয়ে, 

শাাও ঔুয়র শপয়র 

চন ভয়ক্ষ প্রওায়য । 

 

বনঔুাঁত াকরীয ভত, 

ফা- ট্রাভ – শঘৌযাস্তাে 

চবেয়ে ধয়য শুয়ে য়ে ।আয অাে আভায 

ভুঔ টিয় ধয়য , 
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ুয়য শনে শবতয়য । 

 

াাঁতায চাবননা, তাই - 

াফুডুফু শঔয়ত শঔয়ত 

ডুয়ফ মাই কয়তগ য কবীয়য । 

 

তাযয , আবফষ্কায ওবয – 

য়ে আবঙ শনাংযাে , 

পুটায়ত , যাস্তায ধায়য ।। 

 

 

ঘায : 

 

এয়রায়ভয়রা েগুয়রা 

উুে য়ে আয়ঙ , 

এয়ও অয়যয উয , 

 

ফণগ গুয়রায াভয়ন বঙয়ন 

বফফণগ ফ অক্ষয । 

 

এয়ওয য এও 

ধয় মাো ফাওয – 

আয়ঙ আয মায়ে । 
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বফওরাঙ্গ ঙন্দযা 

যয চন্ম বনয়ে । 

 

শফাফা – ওারা – অে 

নফ চাতয়ওযা এঔন 

শুয়েয াাযাে , 

 

াভাগুবে বেয়ে 

আয়র কায়ঙয ঙাোে । 

 

শন আয শনবর 

এও ই ায়থ শুয়ে – 

নীয়ঘ ওাকয়চয বফঙানা ! 

 

শুরু য়ে শকয়ঙ – 

ন’ ভা ধয়য বেন শকানা । 

 

এয়েয ই ভায়ছ আবভ 

উরঙ্গ য়ে ঙুটবঙ – 

ছণগা শঔাাঁচায শনাে ; 

 

ভস্ত আগুন ধুয়ে, 

স্নান ওযায আাে ।। 
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২৫ শ বফাঔ 

~ a poem by Sudeep 

 

আচয়ও ুয়চায বেন।                    

বে ঘয়রয়ঙন স্বপ্ন কভয়ন 

ায়ত ুয়চায থারা, 

কয়র শেত ুস্পভারা । 

ওার চয়ুে ঘন্দন শযঔা 

মত্ন বয়য আাঁওা, 

ওত আাে উয়ের ভন – 

বে ঘয়রয়ঙন ত্ববযত ঘযণ 

অফান য়ফ মত ঘাো বঙর 

প্রাথগনা প্রবতবেন – 

আচ শই ুয়চায বেন ।। 

 

ুফ রার শায়রা আওা চয়ুে, 

উঠয়রা আরতা যবফ । 

কঙ্গাফয়ক্ষ বে তঔন - 

ফক্ষ চয়র ভয়রাচ্চাযণ, 

ববেযয় ববচয়ঙ নেন , 

শেঔা বেয়রন ওবফ ।। 

বও অয়খগয তায ওযয়ফ ূচা 
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বে না াে বাবফ ।। 

 

ওবফ এয়রন ান্ত য়ে, 

বস্মত শয় ম্মুয়ঔয়ত 

োাঁোন এয় ফয়রন তায়ও – 

‚ঠাৎ শওন এ ডাও ?‛ 

বে তঔন ফানী াযাে , 

বও ফরয়ফ তা ঔুাঁয়চ নাব াে , 

ওাাঁা ওাাঁা করাে ফয়র 

‚আচ ২৫ শ  বফাঔ ‚ ।। 

 

ওবফ শুয়ন শয় ফয়রন  

‚ফযা,  আয শতা বওঙু নে ? ‚ 

বে ওবয়রন ওবয া ঞ্চে –  

‚বওঙু শনই অফয়ল , 

ফ য়ে শকয়ঙ শল – 

ঔাবনও োাঁো এয় ধযণী ‘য়য ; 

শম প্রেী শেয়রবঙয়র  

তায বঔা শকয়ঙ ঘয়র – 

শম তাওা বেয়েবঙয়র শভায়য ফবফায়য , 

শ শফাছা য়েয়ঙ বাযী – 

তায়য না ফবয়ত াবয ; 

ক্ষভা আচ নাব ঘাই এই শুববেয়ন – 

বেয়েবঙয়র ডাবর বয়য 
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াবযবন যাবঔয়ত তায়য – 

েো ওয – 

শই ধন ো বপযায়ে এয়ন 

তফ শুব চন্মবেয়ন ।।‚ 

 

ঠিও শই ভে উচান এর – 

কঙ্গা ফয়ক্ষ ফান ডাওর , 

শরায়তয শতায়ে এয়রায়ভয়রা য়ে 

বে শকয়রন শবয় । 

বুয়র বকয়ে ফ ভয়রাচ্চাযণ – 

ওবফয ওথা শনই শতা স্মযণ , 

শরায়তয ায়থ মুদ্ধ শয়ল 

ায়ে উঠয়রন এয় । 

 

ায় তঔন এও অবাবকনী ভা 

ওাাঁেয়ঙন ফয় াু নেনা , 

শওায়রয শঙয়রটি শকয়ঙ ঘয়র তায 

শচাোয চয়রয়ত শবয় । 

 

শযাকা ওায়রা এও শভঙুনীয শঙয়র 

োাঁোে এয় শই শঙয়র শওায়র – 

শচাোয চয়র ছাাঁ বেয়ে শ 

শঙয়রয়ও এয়নয়ঙ তুয়র । 
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ঘুয়ভা শঔয়ে তায েইু আাঁবঔায়ত 

বপবযয়ে তায়ও ভায ফুওটায়ত, 

বওয়য শঔোয়র কান চয়ুে বেয়রা 

নৃতয ওযয়রা শুরু । 

শফুয়যা শ কায়ন ওায়ন তারা রায়ক , 

শফতারা নায়ঘয়ত েবতয বায়ক , 

বে বায়ফন বফযে ভয়ন  

কুবঞ্চত ওয়য ভ্রু – 

‚এয়তা উৎাত না বয়ত াবয 

এই ফুবছ ওবফ বপয়য মান ঘবর ‚ 

ঠিও শ ভে ওবফ শেঔা শেন , 

ান্ত ওয়ে াবো ফয়রন - 

‚অয়নও বেয়নয য়যয়ত শুনরাভ আফায কীতাঞ্জবর ।।‚ 
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যং ভার 

~ a poem by Subhasree Mitra 

Technology, ভকচফাবচ,  

তাই বনয়ে থ ঘরা - 

আচ মা নতুন, ওার ধয়য খুন 

ফই ভাোয শঔরা । 

আচ শম ওায়ঙ, ওার শ ায়ঙ 

ফহুেয়ূয মাে ঘয়র – 

খুবঘয়ে ফাাঁধন, াব ওাাঁেন, 

3G নায়ভ ধযাতয়র । 

Automobile ভাইর ভাইর, 

Gap বকয়েয়ঙ ওাটি- 

শঙয়র শনই খয়য, আকুর াথায়য 

ভন ােনায়ওা ভাটি। 

ফহু শওাটিবত, luxery অবত 

খুভ শনই যায়ত শঘায়ঔ, 

Multiplex, ফ complex 

File এয ভায়ছ শধাাঁয়ও। 

ায়েয়ঙ মাযা, বও শর তাযা 

অথফা শরনা বওঙু- 

খুভ াযাবন কান, বঘয যুাতন 

আবভ মাই তায বঙু । 

Status এয পাাঁয়ও, না ফয়র শডয়ও 
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শতাভায়ওই শমন াই – 

ববেয়ভয আয়রা, আওায়য ওায়রা 

শতাভায ভায়ছয়ত ঘাই ।। 
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কে বফঘায  

 ~a poem by Subhamita 

 

শবটবও আয াফো ভায়ঙ রাকয়রা বঔটিবভটি , 

শওায়েয়ও এও হুয়রা এর ঘকু্ষ বটিবটি । 

বও য়েয়ঙ বও ভযা এত বওয়য শকার? 

শবটবও ফয়র- াফো ফযাটায ভাথাে কণ্ডয়কার । 

ফরয়ঙ - আভায কায়ে নাবও শফচাে আাঁয়ট কে, 

াফো ফয়র - শবটবও ফযাটা বনতান্তই বণ্ড। 

হুয়রা ফয়র – ‚আা আা, এই শতা আবভ আবঙ - 

শও বায়রা, শও ভন্দ , না ে আবভ ই শটা ফাবঙ। 

আে তয়ফ আে শবটবও শানা য়ঙ্গ াফো যাণী ‚ 

াফো ফয়র - আবভ আয়ক মাই, শবটবও ফয়র আবভ। 

হুয়রা ফয়র াফো ভায়ঙয শরচটা ফাবকয়ে শচায়য , 

কায়ে শতায ফে বফশ্রী কে, বেরাভ াচা শতায়য । 

শতভবন শতায ভনটা বনঘু বও ে আচ েযাঔ , 

ফরয়ত ফরয়ত ুয়য শনে ভয়ুঔ শবটবও ায় ঔযাাঁও। 

‚হুয়রা ভাভা ঠিও ওয়যঙ, তুবভ ই য়র যাচা 

শফ য়েয়ঙ াফো াবচয, ঠিও য়েয়ঙ াচা ।‚ 

হুয়রা তঔন বভঘবও ায়, শোরাে শভাটা শকাাঁপ, 

েষুু্ট ভয়ন ফে ফুবদ্ধ শছা ফুয়ছ ভায়য শওা। 

‚শবটবও য়, ফবর শান, ভাঙ য়েঙ ময়ফ - 

চানয়ফ তুবভ আাঁয়ট কয়ে ফন্দী য়র তয়ফ। 
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ভাঙ য়ে মায কে ঘাই না, এভন অংওায 

বও রাব শই শফাঁয়ঘ থাওায, চন্ম খুঘুও তায।‚ 

এই ফয়র েইু থাফা বেয়ে শবটবও ধয়য বফোর 

শরচ ফাাঁবওয়ে ভাথা ভুবেয়ে শবটবও ভুয়ঔয আোর। 

শট ববযয়ে শঢাঁকুয তুয়র শরচ েবুরয়ে মাে, 

ওাচীয বফঘায ওয়য হুয়রা আযায়ভ খুভাে ।। 

 
 

 

 ঙাতায ইবতওথা  
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~ an article by Chandrima Sar 

ঙাতা ইংযাবচ umbrella  রযাটিন ে ‚অযাভব্রা‛ শথয়ও এয়য়ঙ ।অযাভব্রা‛ ভায়ন ঙাো ফা আশ্রে । এই 

ঙাোয শঔাাঁয়চই ঙাতায আবফষ্কায । ুযাণ কয়ল্প ে আফতায়যয এওচন যশুযাভ । তায বতা ভাভুবন 

বৃগু ধনুবফগেযায প্রফতগ ও । বৃগু প্রঔয শযৌয়ে ধনুবফগেযা অবযা ওযয়তন । তাাঁয স্ত্রী শযনুওা বতয কুবেয়ে 

আনয়তন । ওবথত আয়ঙ স্ত্রী শও শযায়েয াত শথয়ও ফাাঁঘায়ত বৃগু ঙাতায আবফষ্কায ওয়যন । বঘন শেয়ই 

প্রথভ water proof  ঙাতায আবফষ্কায ে । ওাকয়চয  ঙাতায়ত শভাভ ভাবঔয়ে চর বনয়যাধও ঙাতা বতবয 

ওযা ত । প্রথভ বেয়ও বতবয ঙাতা গুয়রা ফে ওযা শমত না । collapsible ঙাতা  বঘন শেয় প্রথভ 

আবফষ্কায । প্রাে ৭০০ ফঙয আয়ক Cao- Wei এয যাচয়ত্বই collapsible ঙাতা আবফষ্কায ে । 

আয়ক ঙাতা শুধু শভয়েযাই ফযফায ওযত । াযবও শরঔও Jones Honway প্রথভ ুরুল বমবন ঙাতা 

ায়ত ইংরযাে এয যাস্তাে নায়ভন এফং টানা ৩০ ফঙয ঙাতা ফযফায ওয়যবঙয়রন চন ভয়ক্ষ । তাাঁয 

ভত বফঔযাত ফযবেয়ত্বয ঙাতা ফযফায়যয পয়র ইংরযায়ে শঙয়রয়েয ভয়ধয ঙাতায ফযফায প্রঘবরত ে  

চনবপ্রে ে । শই ওাযয়ণ ইংয়যচ যা ঙাতায়ও Hanway নায়ভ বঘবিত ওয়যন । 

Italy য এও াাবে গ্রাভ ববগ্রয়চ আয়ঙ  ঙাতায বভউবচোভ । তাই এই গ্রাভ শও ঙাতা খয ফরা  ে 

। 

 

 

 

 

 

 বাান  

~ a poem by Disphum 
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ঠাকুয শকয়ঙ চয়র, 

ভায়কা শট মায়ে েয়র; 

াাঁঘবেন ধয়য ভা 

ঔাোয বঘন্তা বঙর না, 

ঐ অয়নও মায়েয আয়ঙ, 

যা ণুয ওযয়ত আয়, 

ঠাকুয শেঔয়ত মাে, 

ায়থ ববক্ষা ঙুাঁ য়ে মাে; 

তুই ঘয়র শকয়র ভা 

যা শওউ আয আয়না, 

আয ববক্ষা  শভয়র না; 

আফায আবফ ফঙয য়য, 

মবে না মাই ভয়য, 

আভায ায়ন ঘা, 

েয়ুটা ওথা শুয়ন মা; 

েয়ুটা ধান বে ভা শঢয়র, 

শ ভে মবে না শভয়র, 

তুই চয়রই বপয়য মা, 

আভাে য়ঙ্গ বনয়ে মা ।। 
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 স্বকগরাব  

~ a poem by Sandip Sar 

ঘয়রবঙয়রভ স্বয়কগয য়থ । 

চীফয়নয ধুয়রাভাটি রাকয়ফনা ায়ে ; 

ভৃতুযয বঔয়ে শঘায়ঔ রাকায়ফনা বে ; 

এ চকৎ ফে চঞ্জার , 

শবয়গ মাে প্রবতর, বে আাঁবঔচর 

অবফোয়য বনোা্ ওত শযাকয়বাক - 

তাা বনযাা আয ফযথগ অববয়মাক ; 

অফয়য়ল ওবযরাভ বিয। 

ঘবেরাভ যয়থ – 

ঘররাভ স্বয়কগয য়থ । 

য়থ য়েবঙর পুর, 

শপায়টবন ুয়যাটা, শেঔরাভ শঘয়ে – 

বও শমন শবয়ফ বনরাভ কুবেয়ে, 

ফুয়ও শঘয় ধযরাভ তায়ও, 

ফররাভ – ‚মায়ফ তুবভ যুয়রায়ও ? 

শমঔায়ন ফা ওয়য অভযত্ব, 

বঘযাবন্ত আয শেফকুর?‛ 

পুর তায াবে শভয়র ায় – 

‚স্বকগ শতা শইঔায়ন শমঔায়ন ফাই বারফায়, 

বভয়রবভয় বারয়ফয় থায়ও েয়ুঔ ুয়ঔ 

শয়েবঙ আভায স্বকগ শতাভাযই ফুয়ও ।‚ 
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আয েবন মাো – 

তাই শতা শতাভাে াো ।। 
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এওটি অববভানী ওবফতা 

~ a poem by Mitra 

 

শতাভায বারফাা শায়ওয় াচায়না 

  ছওছয়ও উায, 

শানায চয়র card এ শরঔা, 

  অতীা্য়তয অববায। 

নতুন ওাকয়চ ময়ত্ন শরঔা  

  শপ্রয়ভয ওবফতাঔাবন, 

বওংফা mail য ঙয়ে ঙয়ে 

  কবীয ওাফয আবন- 

নর ফন ফা ভেোয়ন ফয়, 

  Format ওযা ওথা, 

V day শত াত টি ধয়য, 

  য়থ ঘরা শমথা শথা। 

শতাভায শপ্রভ শতা ওাাঁয়ঘয তুুর, 

   াফধায়ন ভয়ুে যাঔা, 

শতাভায শপ্রভ শতা আেম্বয, 

   অন্তয়যয়ত পাাঁওা। 

ুতুর মবে মাে শকা শবয়ঙ্গ, 

   ফা password ে বুর, 

কবীয যচনী, আাঁধায যাবত, 
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   াযাে শপ্রয়ভয কূর। 

াযাচীফয়ন ায়ত াত বেয়ে 

   ঘরায অঙ্গীওায, 

মতবেন না যাংতা শভাো 

   ুতুর ঘুযভায।। 
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Magician's elephant essay 
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        ~ Manav Ghoshal 

How the truth has changed for me. 

 

I am Madam La Vaughn. I am a noble woman, and I am crippled. Keep this in mind before I tell you anything 

more: the truth is forever changing. The truth for me has personally changed a lot .If you’re wondering how: 

I’m about to tell you. 

 

As you know I am crippled. What you don’t know is how it happened. I was in an opera house watching a 

Magician perform when suddenly the roof caved in and to my great surprise an elephant came crashing down 

on my lap. From that day on I have been crippled. The magician was held responsible for what happened to 

me & was imprisoned along with his elephant. 

 

In the days that followed I was in great pain and had a lot of trouble getting around. The shock of what 

happened still vibrates through my body. I was very upset and angry at the Magician for what he had done to 

me and I wanted to see him punished even more. This was the truth! 

 

In the coming weeks many events took place. Peter Duchene realized that the elephant was miserable & had 

to be sent back home to survive .He was assisted by Leo Matienne, both of them convinced the magician that 

if he could make the elephant appear suddenly, he could also do magic to make it disappear. So they took me 

to the prison along with the elephant and then all of us gathered to see what would happen. The magician 

walked in circles around the elephant saying his spell backwards & then suddenly the clouds 

disappeared & the stars shone brightly & while everybody was gazing at the starry sky the elephant 
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disappeared & Peter was the only one who saw it. 

 

After the magician performed this great work of magic, he fell to his knees in the snow .It was then that I felt 

sorry for him. When Leo wanted to send him back to prison I decided that what had happened could not be 

changed and that there was no point in punishing him anymore .He had after all only intended lilies to fall 

from the roof. I forgave him & asked for him to be set free. I decided not to press any charges so they let him 

walk away scot free. This is how the truth changed for me: from anger & hatred, I chose forgiveness. Now, I 

felt a great weight lift from my shoulders as if I too were free! 
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                          We extend our Gratitude 
                   to 

          our Patrons for Sponsoring Puja items  

Puja Items Sponsors Puja Items Sponsor

                                            Durga Puja

Durga Protima : Rudra - Zaika Purohit : Souma Das

Durga Protima : Sanjay Ghosal Dhaki : Mita Paul

Durga Protima : Mohua Chinnappa Saree, Dhuti, Gamchha : Swapan Ghosh

Protima Decoration : Rita Chakravorty Shankho Chandan : Gouri Shankar Datta

Children's Prizes : Aurijit Ganguli In-house Cultural Program : Kolapi Roy

                               Sashti

Puja+Samagri : Sabita Sen Puja+Samagri : Sabita Dey

                              Saptami

Bhog : Mohua Mitra Puja - Samagri : Dipa Paul Choudhury

Flowers : Sudipto Das

                              Ashtami

Flowers : Anuradha Dasgupta Flowers : Sabyasachi Sen

Bhog : Rabin Chaudhury Puja - Samagri : Keya Ganguli

Puja : Debasish Banerji Sandhi Puja : Manas Chatterjee

Sandhi Puja - Bhog : Swaroop Ghosh Sandhi Puja - Bhog : Latika Ghosal


